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Video surveillance system is one of the most essential topics in the computer vision field.
As the rapid and continuous increasement of using video surveillance cameras to obtain
portrait information in scenes, it becomes a very important system for security and crim-
inal investigations. Video surveillance system includes many key technologies, including
the object recognition, the object localization, the object re-identification, object tracking,
and by which the system can be used to identify or suspect the movements of the objects
and persons. In recent years, person re-identification and visual object tracking have be-
come hot research directions in the computer vision field. The re-identification system
aims to recognize and identify the target of the required attributes, and the tracking sys-
tem aims at following and predicting the movement of the target after the identification
process.
Researchers have used deep learning and computer vision technologies to significantly
improve the performance of person re-identification. However, the study of person re-
identification is still challenging due to complex application environments such as light-
ning variations, complex background transformations, low-resolution images, occlusions,
and a similar dressing of different pedestrians. The challenge of this task also comes from
unavailable bounding boxes for pedestrians, and the need to search for the person over the
whole gallery images.
To address these critical issues in modern person identification applications, we pro-
pose an algorithm that can accurately localize persons by learning to minimize intra-
person feature variations. We build our model upon the state-of-the-art object detection
framework, i.e., faster R-CNN, so that high-quality region proposals for pedestrians can
be produced in an online manner. In addition, to relieve the negative effects caused by
varying visual appearances of the same individual, we introduce a novel center loss that
can increase the intra-class compactness of feature representations. The engaged center
loss encourages persons with the same identity to have similar feature characteristics.
Besides the localization of a single person, we explore a more general visual object
tracking problem. The main task of the visual object tracking is to predict the location and
size of the tracking target accurately and reliably in subsequent image sequences when the
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target is given at the beginning of the sequence. A visual object tracking algorithm with
high accuracy, good stability, and fast inference speed is necessary. In this thesis, we
study the updating problem for two kinds of tracking algorithms among the mainstream
tracking approaches, and improve the robustness and accuracy.
Firstly, we extend the siamese tracker with a model updating mechanism to improve
their tracking robustness. A siamese tracker uses a deep convolutional neural network to
obtain features and compares the new frame features with the target features in the first
frame. The candidate region with the highest similarity score is considered as the tracking
result. However, these kinds of trackers are not robust against large target variation due to
the no-update matching strategy during the whole tracking process. To combat this defect,
we propose an ensemble siamese tracker, where the final similarity score is also affected
by the similarity with tracking results in recent frames instead of solely considering the
first frame. Tracking results in recent frames are used to adjust the model for a continuous
target change. Meanwhile, we combine adaptive candidate sampling strategy and large
displacement optical flow method to improve its performance further.
Secondly, we investigate the classic correlation filter based tracking algorithm and
propose to provide a better model selection strategy by reinforcement learning. Correla-
tion filter has been proven to be a useful tool for a number of approaches in visual tracking,
particularly for seeking a good balance between tracking accuracy and speed. However,
correlation filter based models are susceptible to wrong updates stemming from inaccurate
tracking results. To date, little effort has been devoted to handling the correlation filter up-
date problem. In our approach, we update and maintain multiple correlation filter models
in parallel, and we use deep reinforcement learning for the selection of an optimal corre-
lation filter model among them. To facilitate the decision process efficiently, we propose
a decision-net to deal with target appearance modeling, which is trained through hundreds
of challenging videos using proximal policy optimization and a lightweight learning net-
work. An exhaustive evaluation of the proposed approach on the OTB100 and OTB2013
benchmarks show the effectiveness of our approach.
Key Words: Object Tracking, Correlation Filter, Feature Learning, Reinforcement
Learning, Re-identification, Person search, Center loss
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Video surveillance is an important security application in public areas. Among the com-
ponents of video surveillance systems, pedestrian tracking and retrieval are the primary
problems of monitoring. The person re-identification technology is an important guaran-
tee for pedestrian tracking and retrieval. Person re-identification and object visual track-
ing are essential components of computer vision and video processing. Great efforts have
been made by researchers in the past decades, while there still exists many challeng-
ing problems like occlusions, low image quality, and motion blur to be studied in both
person re-identification and visual object tracking tasks. Due to the different settings be-
tween the re-identification and the tracking tasks, so in this thesis, we study the person
re-identification problem and the object tracking problem separately.
Fig. 1.1: Application of the person re-identification in public space.
As shown in Fig. 1.1. In the industry, given a large and open public space with
multiple surveillance cameras, it is difficult to find certain people under great populations
of distractors and heavy occlusions. Traditionally people use face recognition technology
to identify persons. However, under such an environment, faces are usually small and
suffer from motion blur and occlusion, and the faces do not always appear among the
captured frames.
Person re-identification is to re-identify the same person across different cameras,
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which has attracted increasingly more interest in recent years [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The
emergence of this task is mainly stimulated by the increasing demand for public security
and widespread surveillance camera networks among public places, such as airports, uni-
versities, shopping malls, etc. The obtained images from surveillance cameras are usually
with some characteristics, e.g., low-quality, variable, and contain motion blur. Traditional
biometrics, such as the face, iris, and fingerprint, are generally not available. Thus, many
person re-identification applications exploit reliable body appearance.
In reality, perfect pedestrian bounding boxes are unavailable in surveillance scenar-
ios. Besides, existing pedestrian detectors unavoidably produce false alarms, misdetec-
tions, and misalignments. All these factors compromise the re-identification performance.
Therefore, current re-identification algorithms cannot be directly applied to real surveil-
lance systems, where we need to search for a person from whole images.
While the majority of existing person re-identification works engage boxes manually
annotated or produced by a fixed detector in their applications. Based on the observation,
we must study the impact of pedestrian detectors on re-identification accuracy. Specif-
ically, [12, 13] showed that considering detection and re-identification jointly leads to
higher person search accuracy than optimizing them separately. Thereby, the detector
and re-identification parts can interact with each other so as to reduce the influence of
detection misalignments.
Meanwhile, the feature learning in re-identification is vital. Early works show that
such kind of identification task could greatly benefit from the feature learning [14]. It
is found that the identification task increases the inter-personal variations by drawing
features extracted from different identities apart, while the verification task reduces the
intra-personal variations by pulling features extracted from the same identity together
[15].
Visual object tracking is also another important components in video surveillance. The
primary task of visual object tracking is to estimate the trajectory of a target in a video se-
quence. The illumination variation, occlusion, rotation, camera motion, and deformation
are still the challenges for visual object tracking tasks.
The model updating in visual object tracking remains to be a problem which can be
found in every kind of trackers. Recently, there are two main approaches in the visual
tracking community: the siamese trackers and the correlation filter based trackers.
Siamese instance search tracker [16] is one of the classic siamese tracking algorithms,
which proposes an ideal matching function for visual tracking task. The goal of SINT [16]
is to learn a generically applicable matching function from the annotated video dataset,
which is sufficiently large to model the invariance factors of different videos. Once the
matching function has been trained on the external video dataset, the matching function
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will not be updated anymore during the tracking process. The drawbacks of the approach
is that it has no model updating, no combination of different tracking algorithms and no
occlusion detection. This kind of tracker simply returns the candidate region in a new
frame that has the highest similarity score with the initial target in the first frame. Never-
theless, with such a simple model, experimental results point out that the tracker is robust
to handle the common variation of targets. Meanwhile, the matching function can be used
to track unseen targets without being updated while leading to a comparable performance
with existing tracking methods. So we consider that a good tracker should be mitigating
this problem. In our thesis, we propose an ensemble siamese Tracker, where the final
similarity score is also affected by the similarity with tracking results in recent frames in-
stead of solely considering the first frame to improve the robustness of the siamese tracker
further.
In order to obtain discriminative features for tracking, owing to the underlying com-
plexity of parameter models, significant amount of computational resources are needed.
In addition to this, large models tend to introduce severe over-fitting problems. Models
like VGG-19 tend to be an inferior option for CF-based trackers. Other than one forward
pass in the convolutional network for feature extraction, CF trackers need additional time
to compute the correction filter in the Fourier frequency domain which can hardly benefit
from GPUs. Nevertheless, operating in the Fourier frequency domain speeds up CF. In
this thesis, we also study the feature extractor in correlation filter based method, and in-
troduce a light-weight feature extractor so that our approach can be deployed in real-time
applications, where the frame rates are high.
Moreover, for the correlation filter based trackers, most discriminative model-based
trackers exploit the target from a given bounding box directly, which is used to build the
appearance model of the objects at the latter stages. During the tracking process, new im-
age patches generated from new frames are supplemented to update the CF model further.
Generally, a small update-rate is usually preferred for CF trackers in order to maintain
model stability. These trackers may easily suffer from a drift problem, especially in chal-
lenging environments such as partial occlusions, background clutter, and low resolution.
Based on these observations, we studied the updating problem in the correlation filter
based object tracking and propose to use reinforcement learning to assist in the decision
making process in the CF model update.
1.2 Person Re-identification
CNN-based deep learning models have attracted much attention and been successfully
applied on person re-identification since two pioneer works [17, 18, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
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It is a fundamental task in surveillance systems and has widespread application prospects
in numerous fields.
A person re-identification task is defined as follows: Given an image of a pedestrian
captured from one camera, try to identify this person from the gallery set captured by
other different cameras. It is a challenging problem since the appearance of pedestrians
can change significantly between different cameras. The emergence of this task is mainly
due to the increasing demand for public security and an extensive network of surveillance
cameras in public places, such as airports, universities, shopping malls, etc. The images
obtained from surveillance cameras are usually with common characteristics, e.g., low-
quality, variable, and contain motion blur. Traditional biometrics, such as the face, iris,
and fingerprint, are generally not available. Thus, most person re-identification applica-
tions exploit reliable body features.
Generally, two categories of CNN models are commonly employed in this commu-
nity. One category is the representation learning-based classification model as used in
image classification and object detection. The other category is the metric learning-based








Fig. 1.2: An illustration of the person re-identification framework. The netwok use a
pretrained backbone for feature extraction, both classification loss and metric learning
loss can be used in the training.
Representation learning is a very common method for person re-identification. Al-
though the goal of the person re-identification task is to learn the similarity between two
pictures, these methods do not directly consider the similarity between pictures when
training the network. The methods treat the person re-identification task as a classifica-
tion problem or a verification problem. The characteristic of this method is that the last
layer of the network is not a feature vector of the input image but a classification result
after the softmax activation function. The methods consider the person re-identification
as a classification problem using the persons’ identification or attributes as training labels
to train the classification model, and the training only needs single image; While for the
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verification problem, a pair of pictures are sent into the model, and the network would
learn both whether the pictures belong to the same person.
Suppose the training set has n pictures of K pedestrians, and denotes the input picture
x and the network is f . The last layer of the network outputs the prediction vector z =
[z1, z2, · · · , zk] ∈ RK . Therefore, picture x belongs to k(k ∈ 1, 2, 3, · · · , K). The
probability of the pedestrian ID is. So the classification loss of the network is:
Lsoftmax(f, x) = −
K∑
k=1
q(k) log p(k), (1.1)
where q is the label of x.
Metric learning is a method widely used in the field of image retrieval. Different
from the representation learning, metric learning aims to learn the similarity of two im-
ages through the models. For the person re-identification problem, the similarity between
different persons’ pictures should be less than that of the pictures of the same person.
Specifically, we can define a mapping function f(·), to map the original image from the
image domain to the feature domain, and then use a distance metric function to calculate
the distance between the feature vectors. Finally, by minimizing the loss of the network,
find an optimal mapping F (·), so that the distance between two pictures of the same per-
son is as small as possible. This mapping function is a trainable deep neural convolutional
network with a siamese structure.
Contrastive loss is a widely used metric loss. The input of the twin network is a pair of
pictures Ia and Ib. These two pictures can be the same person or different persons. Each
pair of training pictures has a label y, where y = 1 means that the two pictures belong
to the same one (positive sample pair), and y = 0 means that they belong to different









where d is the feature distance in the feature space, which can be the Euclidean distance
or the Cosine distance, and α is the threshold parameter.
Most re-identification datasets provide two images for each pedestrian such as VIPeR
[20], CUKH01 [21] CUHK03 [18], therefore, currently most CNN-based re-identifications
schemes use the Siamese model. In [17], an input image is partitioned into three over-
lapping horizontal parts, and the parts go through two convolutional layers plus one fully
connected layer, which fuses them and outputs a vector to represent this image, and lastly,
two vectors are connected by a cosine layer. Ahmed et al. [19] improved the Siamese
model by computing the cross-input neighborhood difference features, which compared
the features from one input image to features in neighboring locations of the other im-













A Person Search System
Fig. 1.3: The person search system. The person search problem is divided into two sepa-
rate tasks: pedestrian detection and person re-identification.
a siamese network so that the spatial connections can be memorized to enhance the dis-
criminative ability of the deep features. Similarly, Liu et al. [23] proposed to integrate a
soft attention-based model in a siamese network to adaptively focus on the crucial local
parts of the input image pair.
One disadvantage of the siamese model is that it cannot take full advantage of the
re-identification annotations. The Siamese model only considers pairwise labels (similar
or not similar), which is a weak label. Another potentially effective strategy is to use
a classification/identification mode, which makes full use of the re-identification labels.
On large datasets, such as PRW and MARS, the classification model achieves excellent
performance without careful pairwise or triplet selection [24, 13].
Technically, a person re-identification system for video surveillance consists of three
components, including person detection, person tracking, and person retrieval. While the
first two components are independent computer vision tasks, most person re-identification
studies focus on the third component. Numerous re-identification algorithms as well as
datasets[17, 18, 25, 26, 27, 28] have been proposed during the past decades, and the
performance on these benchmarks has been improved substantially. All these algorithms
focus on the third component of the pipeline, assuming the person/pedestrian detection is
already available. In other words, a query person is matched with cropped pedestrians in
the gallery instead of searching for the target person from whole images. In reality, perfect
pedestrian bounding boxes are unavailable in surveillance scenarios. Besides, existing
pedestrian detectors unavoidably produce false alarms, misdetections, and misalignments.
We divide the person search problem into two separate tasks: pedestrian detection and
person re-identification. As shown in Fig. 1.3. Most re-identification datasets provide
only two images for each pedestrian such as VIPeR [20], CUKH01 [21], CUHK03 [18],
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(a) Person re-id: matching with manually cropped pedestrians
(b) Person search: Finding from whole scene images
Fig. 1.4: The difference of person reid and person search.[2]
therefore, currently most CNN-based re-identification schemes usuall use the Siamese
model. Pedestrian detectors DPM [7], ACF [6], and Checkerboards [41] are the most
commonly used off-the-shelf detectors. They use hand-crafted features and linear classi-
fiers to detect pedestrians. In recent years, many factors, such as CNN model structures,
training data, and different training strategies, have been studied. CNN based pedestrian
detectors have also been developed [29, 30, 31].
Different from previous methods, we jointly handle both aspects in a Single Con-
volutional Neural Network to study the impact of pedestrian detectors. The difference
of person reid and person search is shown in Fig. 1.4. Our proposed method consists
of two parts, given a whole input gallery image, a pedestrian proposal net is used to
produce bounding boxes of candidate people, which are fed into an identification net to
extract features for comparing with the target person. The pedestrian proposal net and
the identification net adapt to each other during the joint optimization. To the best of our
knowledge, end-to-end deep learning for person search [1] is the first work to introduce
an end-to-end deep learning framework to handle the challenges from both detection and
re-identification jointly. Thereby, the detector and re-identification parts can interact with
each other so as to reduce the influence of detection misalignments. Meanwhile, mis-
alignments of proposals are also acceptable, as the identification net can further adjust
them.
Since the pedestrians appearing in each image are random and unbalanced, we can-
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not directly introduce such tasks into the faster R-CNN framework. It is challenging to
organize an equivalent amount of positive and negative pedestrian pairs for an enormous
amount of identities. To relieve the negative effect caused by various visual appearances
of the same individual, we introduce the center loss [32] that can increase the intra-
class compactness of feature representations is introduced. The center loss encourages
learned pedestrian representations from the same class to share similar feature charac-
teristics. Moreover, our proposed module can be embedded in any CNN-based person
search framework for improving performance.
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1.3 Overview of Visual Object Tracking
Tracking is used to localize the person which has been identified in the video surveillance
system. And also visual tracking is one of the most fundamental problems in the field
of computer vision. It is a task that locates target objects precisely over a sequence of
frames only given a bounding box in the first frame. Visual tracking has a wide range of
practical applications, such as video surveillance, autonomous driving, and robotics. It
acts as an essential component in many other computer vision tasks. In video surveillance
systems, the tracking algorithm can provide realtime location information with fast speed.
Autonomous driving systems need to obtain locations of different vehicles and persons for
their safety systems. With the rapid development of high-end smartphones, a stable face
tracking algorithm has served as a premise for further face analysis. In robotics tasks, the
decision making and navigation relies highly on the imformation and is features captureed
and extracted by the tracking of objects.
Input Frame Feature Extraction Observation Model Prediction Result
Fig. 1.5: The standard pipline of a visual object tracking framework.
The traditional tracking algorithm aims at predicting the moving state of the target,
while the visual tracking now in computer vision is a more complex system that consists of
motion model, feature extraction, observation model, model update, and other integration
strategies, a stand pipline of a visual object tracking is shown in Fig 1.5.
(1) Motion model: Generate a large number of candidate samples.
(2) Feature extraction: Extract features to represent the target.
(3) Observation model: Score among candidate samples.
(4) Model update: Update the observation model to adapt to the appearance changes
of the target.
(5) Integration method: Integrate multiple decisions to obtain a better decision result.
The five research contents are briefly introduced below.
Motion Model: The speed and accuracy of generating candidate samples directly deter-
mine the performance of the tracking algorithm. There are two commonly used methods:
Particle Filter and Sliding Window. Particle filtering is a Bayesian sequential estimation,
which uses a recursive method to model the hidden state of the target. The sliding window
is a dense sampling method, which lists all possible samples as candidate samples around
the target.
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Feature Extractor: Discriminative feature representation is one of the keys to target
tracking. Commonly used features are divided into two types: hand-crafted features and
deep features. Hand-designed features like gray features, directional histograms (HOG),
Haar-like, and scale-invariant features (SIFT) are commonly used. Unlike artificially de-
signed features, deep features are features learned through a large number of training sam-
ples, which are more discriminative than manually designed features. Therefore, tracking
methods using deep features usually perform better.
Observation Model: The existing visual tracking method can be typically categorized
into two kinds: Generative method and Discriminative method. Benefitted from the rising
improvement of deep learning, the latter methods have become the mainstream method in
visual object tracking.
Generative methods focus on computing the similarity between the tracking object
and targets by learning a possibility model. Generative methods firstly extract the target
features to learn the appearance model representing the target. Then use the generated
possibility model to search the image area, and the area that best matches the model in the
image is the target location. The possibility models are built on target features. Thus the
step of extracting features for the tracking object is vital. Many research works have been
proposed to find a better describe model, including template model [33, 34], Gaussians
Mixture Model [35], subspace model [36] etc. After modeling the description models,
the similarity matching process can be applied in the new search region to find the match
tracking target. Generative tracking methods can obtain more image information and will
produce more accurate results in complex environments. However, these methods ignore
context information. Model drift often occurs when distractors appear, and the model is
vulnerable to interference.
While the discriminative methods usually consider tracking as a classification prob-
lem. Despite the generative methods, the discriminative methods study the prediction
model without considering the generation model of the tracking target. Usually, a clas-
sifier is constructed and trained by a machine learning optimizer to distinguish the back-
ground from the tracking target. Most classic machine learning techniques have been
attempted in the visual tracking field, such as support vector machine, Bayes, multiple
instance learning, metric learning [37, 38, 39, 40]. In recent years, two main kinds of
tracking methods have been developed and been investigated deeply in the visual tracking
community: one is the correlation filter based method, the other is the deep learning based
method. Correlation filter methods often classify by computing reliable confidence scores
in a dense 2D Gauss distribution. These methods perform fast training and inference by
transforming the objective function into the Fourier domain. The Deep Learning meth-
ods make better use of training data, and the deep feature descriptors can improve the
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models’ability to distinguish the target from its neighborhood background. The learning
methods highly rely on the training datasets. However, for the visual object tracking task,
the target location is only given in the first frame, the lack of training data brings great
challenges.
Model Update: The model update is mainly to update the observation model to adapt
to the apparent change of the target and prevent the tracking process from drifting. The
lack of positive and negative labels in visual tracking limits the ability of the observation
model. One solution to this circumstance is to use prior knowledge such as VGG net-
works, which are pretrained on the large scale image dataset. Discriminative correlation
filter based trackers have mainly adopted deep features to develop an advanced observa-
tion model, while it is another challenge on online learning during tracking. Usually, the
correlation filter uses a moving average to update their trained models, and deep learning
based models either not update the appearance template like siamese methods or fine-turn
the classifier during the tracking process to meet. In [41], Nam et al. combine pretrained
convolutional layers and multiple fully connected layers for specific sequences to achieve
better tracking performance. Most methods choose the offline training and online finetun-
ing strategy such as SO-DLT [42] and MDNet[41]. SANet[43]introduces an additional
recurrent neural network structure to enhance object representation. In this thesis, dif-
ferent form above deep learning based methods, we propose a feature ensemble method
and an unsupervised model selection through reinforcement learning to handle the model






Fig. 1.6: The illustrate figure of a offline training and online fineturning framework in
visual object tracking.[41]
Integration method: The integration method is helpful in improving the prediction ac-
curacy of the model. It is often regarded as an effective way to improve tracking accuracy.
The integration method can be divided into two categories in general: pick the best among
multiple prediction results, or use the weighted average of all predictions.
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1.4 Deep Visual Tracking
1.4.1 Developments by deep learning
In this section, we will introduce the development of DeepLearning Trackers and detail
the algorithm that been used in our proposed methods.










Fig. 1.7: The major development of visual object tracking since 2012. CSK[44], DLT[45],
KCF[46], FCNT[47], MDNet[41], SiamFC[48], C-COT[49], ECO[50], SiamRPN[51],
VITAL[52], ATOM[53], GradNet[54].
Most computer vision tasks such as classification and object detection have benefited
from convolutional neural networks in recent years, as well as visual object tracking.
Firstly, researchers explore and study deep features to exploit traditional methods [47].
Offline training or finetuning of deep neural networks like Alexnet and VGG is adopted
for visual tracking purposes [41]. In the year 2016, the siamese network [48] is proposed
for realtime tracking, and it becomes a trend to integrate deep neural networks into tradi-
tional frameworks. After that, temporal and contextual information is further studied in
the community, and also researchers attempt to train the network on various large-scale
video datasets [55, 56]. At the same time, researches study the influence of different learn-
ing and search strategies and try to design more sophisticated architectures [57] for visual
tracking tasks. In the following, reinforcement learning based and GAN based methods
are presented. In recent research, the deep detection and segmentation approach [58, 59]
is investigated upon the siamese structure for visual tracking.
The siamese network-based methods balance the performance and speed of object
tracking. Therefore its structure attracts the most attention of researchers in the field. The
siamese tracker tracking by similarity comparison. The tracker searches for the candidate
most similar to the exemplar given in the start frame, by a learned prior deep siamese sim-
ilarity function. The siamese branch consists of deep neural networks that take advantage
of deep learning. During the tracking phase, the branch remains fixed, and the appearance
model does not update. The siamese structure produces a promising result with a fast
running speed on public tracking benchmarks. In the next session, we will introduce two
of the classical siamese trackers.
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1.4.2 Siamese Trackers
Recently, the Siamese network based trackers have received significant attention for their
well-balanced tracking accuracy and efficiency. These trackers formulate visual tracking
as a cross-correlation problem and are expected better to leverage the merits of deep
networks from end-to-end learning. Two typical siamese networks in tracking will be
introduced.
Tao et al. [16] first propose a siamese instance search for tracking. Instance search
from one example, also known as particular object retrieval, is related to object tracking.
The most popular exemplification is based on matching local image descriptors between
the query and the candidate image. In order to learn a robust representation for instance
search of less textured, more generic objects, SINT propose to learn a robust matching
function for matching arbitrary, generic objects that may undergo all sorts of appearance
variations. Instead of focusing on a specific category person or vehicle and learning from a
clean dataset, the method introduces a universal matching model that is suited for tracking
that applies to all categories and all realistic imaging conditions.
This approach operates on pairs of data in order to study a matching function to adapt
objects’ appearance change. The network structure builds on top of convolutional neural
networks with two branches. The network takes the two inputs separately while sharing
the same parameters. Only a few max pooling layers are used for the sake of precise
localization. To reduce the computation, which costs by evaluating hundreds of candidate
regions for the new frame, the region pooling layer is used for the fast processing of
multiple overlapping regions. Each branch of the network takes as input one image and a
set of regions. The region pooling layer converts the feature map from a particular region
into a fixed-length representation. In the end, the two branches in the siamese instance
network are connected with a single loss layer, where












where D = ‖f (xj)− f (xk)‖2 is the Euclidean distance of two `2 -normalized latent
representations, yjk ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether xj and xk are the same object or not, and
ε is the minimum distance margin that pairs depicting different objects should satisfy.
In the tracking inference, once the matching function is learned, we can pass all the
candidate boxes from the search image and pick the candidate box that matches best to
the original target in the first frame,
x̂t = arg max
xj,t
m (xt=0, xj,t) (1.4)
where xj,t are all the candidate boxes at frame t,m is the learned matching function,






Fig. 1.8: The structure of a siamese framework for visual object tracking[48].
At the same time, Luca et al. [48] propose a similar learning-based algorithm for
object visual tracking. They propose to learn a function that compares an exemplar image
to a candidate image of the same size and returns a high score if the two images depict
the same object and otherwise a low score.
Due to the deep neural networks which trained from large scale supervised dataset
have been widely adopted in many other computer vision tasks, Luca et al. attempt to
make full use of the large data resources. Another obstacle in visual tracking is that since
any arbitrary object may become the tracking target, it is not possible for a tracker to train
a specific detector ahead. The constraint of realtime in tracking tasks makes it hard to
apply object detection on each sequence of frames directly.
In the method of [48], all possible locations will be tested to find the position of the
object in new frames. The candidate with the maximum similarity to the past appearance
of the object will be selected as the target location. The similarity function will be learned
from a dataset of videos with labeled object bounding boxes.
Specifically, with respect to the search image x, which contains multiple candidates, a
fully-convolutional function is designed to commutes with translation in [48]. As shown
in Fig. 1.8. Denote the translation operator (Lτx)[u] = x[u − τ ], a function h is fully-
convolutional with integer stride k if
h(Lkτx) = Lτh(x), (1.5)
for any translation τ .
Instead of a candidate image of the same size, this method can send a much larger
search image to the network, and it will compute the similarity at all translated subwin-
dows on a dense grid in a single forward process. The output of this network is a score
map defined on a finite grid D ⊂ Z2. During tracking, a search image centered on the
previous position of the target will be used. Position of the highest score relative to the
center. The position of the maximum score represents the center of the score map, mul-
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tiplied by the stride of the network, which gives the displacement of the target from one
frame to the next. Multiple scales can be handled by assembling a batch of scaled images.
1.4.3 Correlation Filter Trackers
Historical Developments
CF-based trackers achieve a good trade-off between accuracy and speed by solving a ridge
regression problem efficiently in the Fourier frequency domain. After Bolme et al. in-
troduced the CF for fast visual tracking, several bodies of work have been proposed to
improve the tracking performance of CF-based approaches. Henriques et al. propose a
circulant structure kernel tracker (CSK) [44]. A high-speed tracker with kernelized corre-
lation filters (KCF) is proposed in [46]. In KCF [46], a multi-channel Histogram Of Gra-
dient (HOG) feature is introduced to calculate the CF. Danelljan et al. introduces a scale
pyramid representation [60] to handle the scaling issue and proposed the 3-dimensional
CF. In [61], separate discriminative correlation filters were learned for translation and
scale estimation, respectively. To mitigate unwanted boundary effects, Danelljan et al.
introduced a spatially regularized term [62] to penalize CF coefficients based on their
spatial locations. Unfortunately, the improvement in accuracy goes along with significant
reductions in tracking speed.
Fig. 1.9: The standard pipline of a CF-based tracking framework[63].
Some other CF methods focus on improving the feature representation by directly
taking several layers of a pre-trained deep network like VGG [64, 65]. On top of pre-
trained convolutional layers, convolution operator tracker (COT) [49] was proposed to
integrate multi-resolution convolutional features in different layers. The CREST [66]
framework reformulated the CF into a convolutional layer. In addition, Qiang et al.
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presents an end-to-end lightweight network architecture [67] to learn better features that
fit the CF model using offline training. In their work, a CF is treated as a special layer
added to a Siamese network. Feature extractor consisting of two convolutional layers,
is trained for the online tracking task. We exploit the feature extractor from [67] and
further investigate the CF model update problem using the latest reinforcement learning
algorithms [68], [69].
The CF-based trackers have demonstrated strong capability in building accurate mod-
els with slight online model updating. Also, many proposed new tracking algorithms [66,
70] benefit from the advantage of CF. So we then introduce the correlations filter model
in detail.
Definition of the Correlation Filter Model
For CF trackers, a nonlinear regression function ψ(x) = wTf(x) is trained by minimizing




|ψ (xi)− yi|2 + λ‖w‖2, (1.6)
where w is the CF parameters, ψ is a feature extractor, x is a cropped image centered on
the target which is used to train the classifier, with exploiting circular matrices structure
to learn all the possible shifts of the target. y ∈ RH×W is the desired Gaussian shaped
response map label and λ is a regularization term.
w can be efficiently solved by transforming (1.6) into the Fourier domain. The Fourier
domain representation of f can be calculated as (1.7).
W =
Ȳ  X̄
X̄ X + λ
, (1.7)
where Y is the Fourier transformation from Gaussian shaped label y, X is the Fourier
transformation of x, and the bar means complex conjugation. Operator  is the element-
wise product.
New search image z around the target in the next frame is cropped with 2 to 4 times
of the target size. A response map P in the Fourier domain is obtained by (1.8).
P = W  Z̄, (1.8)
where Z is the Fourier transformation of z. At a new tracking frame, once the CF F is
ready, the tracking bounding box center locates at the coordinate that has the maximum
response value.
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Typically, the numerator A and denominator B of the CF in (1.7) are updated sepa-
rately using a moving average mechanism.
At = (1− η)At−1 + ηY  X̄t, (1.9)
Bt = (1− η)Bt−1 + ηXt  X̄t + λ, (1.10)
Traditional CF trackers update tracking models frame by frame without considering
their tracking results. This may cause an inaccurate model update when occlusion or
object missing occurs. Designing a criterion to produce a high-confidence update has
been exploded by [71]. Average peak-to-correlation energy (APCE) is proposed to select
high-confidence response maps that effectively prevent the CF model from corruption.
Scale estimation is also a critical problem in CF-based tracking, and the translation
also plays a vital role in CF methodologies. The convolution operation slides over the
search image, as long as the tracking target moves parallel to the plane, the CF model
could handle the movements well with convolution operation which is diagonalized in
the Fourier domain. Failure in estimating the target scale often leads to severe model
drift. One straightforward approach is to apply the learned translation filter at different
image scales. That is, the image is first resized by different scale factors, followed by
feature extraction. The feature map at each scale is then convolved with the learned
filter to compute the response maps. The change in target location and scale can then be
estimated by finding the maximum score across all maps.
In our proposed method, instead of calculating an APCE score to decide whether to
update the model or not, we introduce a learning algorithm to perform multiple model
selection, including the scale estimation.
1.4.4 Dataset and Evaluation metrics
Evaluating the performance of tracking algorithms is difficult because many factors can
affect the tracking performance. For better evaluation and analysis of the strengthand
weakness of tracking approaches, we use Object Tracking Benchmark [3] to evaluate our
proposed tracking approaches. The visual tracking methods are evaluated by two fun-
damental evaluation categories of performance measures and performance plots. These
metrics are briefly described as follows.
• Center location error (CLE): The CLE is defined as the average Euclidean dis-
tance between the precise groundtruth locations of target and estimated locations by
the visual tracking methods. The CLE is the oldest metric that not only is sensitive
to dataset annotation and does not consider tracking failures but also ignores the
targets BB and results in significant errors.
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• Accuracy: To achieve visual tracking accuracy, firstly, the overlap score is cal-
culated as S = |bt∩bg ||bt∪bg | which bg, bt, ∩, ∪ and | · | represent the ground-truth BB,
an estimated BB by a visual tracking method, intersection operator, union opera-
tor, and the number of pixels in the resulted region, respectively. By considering a
certain threshold, the overlap score indicates the success of a visual tracker in one
frame. Then, the accuracy is calculated by the average overlap scores (AOS) during
the tracking when a visual tracker’s estimations have overlap with the ground-truth
ones. This metric jointly considers both location and region to measure the drift
rate of the estimated target up to its failure.
• Area under curve (AUC): The AUC score has defined the average success rates
(normalized between 0 and 1) according to the pre-defined thresholds. To rank
the visual tracking methods based on their overall performance, the AUC score
summarizes the AOS of visual tracking methods across a sequence.
To figure out the performance of visual tracking methods, different methods are
usually evaluated in terms of different thresholds to provide more intuitive quanti-
tative comparisons. In the following, these metrics are summarized.
• Precision plot: Given the CLEs per different thresholds, the precision plot shows
the percentage of video frames in which the estimated locations have at most the
specific threshold with the ground-truth locations.
• Success plot: Given the calculated various accuracies per thresholds, success plot
measures the percentage of frames in which the estimated overlaps and the ground-
truth ones have larger overlap than a certain threshold.
For better evaluation and analysis of the strengthand weakness of tracking approaches,
the sequences are categorizeby annotating them with the 11 attributes:
• IV Illumination Variation - the illumination in the target region issignificantly changed.
• SV Scale Variation - the ratio of the bounding boxes of the firstframe and the current
frame is out of the range [1/ts, ts] , ts > 1(ts=2).
• OCC Occlusion - the target is partially or fully occluded.
• DEF Deformation - non-rigid object deformation.
• MB Motion Blur - the target region is blurred due to the motion oftarget or camera.
• FM Fast Motion - the motion of the ground truth is larger thantmpixels (tm = 20).
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• IPR In-Plane Rotation - the target rotates in the image plane.
• OPR Out-of-Plane Rotation the target rotates out of the imageplane.
• OV Out-of-View - some portion of the target leaves the view.
• BC Background Clutters - the background near the target has the similar color or
texture as the target.
• LR Low Resolution - the number of pixels inside the ground-truthbounding box is
less than tr (tr = 400).
1.5 Deep reinforcement Learning
In recent years, with the combination of deep learning and reinforcement learning (RL),
the deep reinforcement learning provides new ideas for computer vision algorithms. Com-
pared with the supervised learning algorithms, RL algorithm has the ability of learning
from unlabeled data, and the abilities of interacting with environment and making deci-
sions. In this thesis, we propose a novel model selection approach with RL algorithm
to handle the challenging update problem in visual tracking. The basic concepts of rein-
forcement learning are introduced in this section.
Deep reinforcement learning algorithms have already been applied to various prob-
lems arising from different domains. Control policies for robots can be learned by RL
directly from real camera outputs [72, 73]. Deep learning enables RL to scale to decision-
making problems. The standout success of AlphaGo, which defeated a human world
champion in Go, has shown that deep RL can handle complex states and action spaces
very well. Also deep RL is applied for many computer vision tasks like objection localiza-
tion [74], [75], object detection [76], action recognition [77] and person re-identification [78].
Reinforcement learning is the branch of machine learning inspired by behaviorist psy-
chology that is concerned with taking actions and making sequences of decisions to max-
imize some notion of cumulative reward. As shown in Fig. 1.10.
Reinforcement learning is mainly composed of Agent, Environment, State, Action,
and Reward. When an agent situated in an environment, the agent performs an action, the
environment will transition to a new state, and return a reward signal (positive or negative
reward) for this new state. Subsequently, the agent performs new actions according to a
certain strategy with the environment’s feedback. The agent and the environment interact
through states, actions, and rewards. An RL algorithm seeks to maximize the agent’s











Fig. 1.10: The illustrate figure of reinforcement learning.
The policy gradient is a popular approach in deep reinforcement learning approaches.
Policy gradient methods directly learn the policy by optimizing the deep policy networks
by concerning the expected future rewards using gradient descent.
Many years ago, Williams et al. [79] proposed an algorithm that was simply using the
immediate reward to estimate the value of the policy. Silver et al. [80] proposed a deter-
ministic algorithm to improve the performance and effectiveness of the policy gradient in
high-dimensional action space.
1.5.1 Settings of Policy Gradient
The policy gradient methods target modeling and optimizing the policy directly. The
policy is usually modeled with a parameterized function respect to θ, πθ(a|s). The reward
function depends on the policy, and different algorithms can be applied to optimize θ for
the best reward.
A Markov Decision Process(MDP)M = (S,A, P, r, γ, ρ) is specified by: a finite state
space S; a finite action space A; a transition model P where P (s′|s, a) is the probability
of transitioning into state s′ upon taking action a in state s; a reward function r where
r(s, a) is the immediate reward associated with taking action a in state s; a discount
factor γ ∈ [0, 1);
A deterministic policy π : S → A specifies a decision-making strategy where the
agent chooses actions adaptively based on the current state, i.e., at = π (st) . The agent
may also choose actions according to a stochastic policy π : S → ∆(A), where ∆(A) is
the probability simplex over A. We denote at ∼ π (·|st) . A policy induces a distribution
over trajectories τ = (st, at, rt)
∞
t∞ , where s0 is drawn from the starting state, and for
all subsequent timesteps t, at ∼ π (·|st) and st+1 ∼ P (·|st, at). The value function
V π : S → R is defined as the discounted sum of future rewards starting at state s and
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executing π, i.e.




γtr (st, at) |π, s0 = s
]
. (1.11)
The action-value functionQπ : S×A → R and the advantage functionAπ : S×A →
R are defined as:




γtr (st, at) |π, s0 = s, a0 = a
]
, Aπ(s, a) := Qπ(s, a)− V π(s)
(1.12)
The goal of the agent is to find a policy π that maximizes the expected value from the
initial state. Using gradient ascent, we can move the parameters toward the direction
suggested by the gradient to find the best θ for that produces the highest return.
∇θV πθ (s0) = Es∼dπθs0 Ea∼πθ(·|s) [∇θ log πθ(a|s)A
πθ(s, a)] (1.13)
where dπs0(s) = limt→∞ P (st = s|s0, πθ) is the probability that st = swhen starting from
s0 and following policy πθ for t steps.
High variance in gradients makes it difficult to train a deep RL network. Actor-critic
methods [80, 81] utilize learned value function as feedback term to guide the training.
Trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [68] has been shown to be relatively robust and
applicable to domains with high-dimensional inputs. To achieve this, TRPO optimizes a
surrogate objective function. Specifically, it optimizes an importance sampled advantage
estimate, constrained with a quadratic approximation of KL divergence. And the objective
function becomes:









The latest proximal policy optimization (PPO) [69] algorithm performs unconstrained
optimization, requiring only first-order gradient information. Without limitations on the
distance between θold and θ, maximizing V TRPO(θ) would lead to instability with ex-
tremely large parameter updates and large ratios. PPO imposes the constraint by forcing
r(θ) to stay within a small interval [1 − ε, 1 + ε], where ε is a hyperparameter. We will
detail this algorithm in Chapter 4. The objective function of PPO takes the minimum one
between the original value and the clipped version and therefore decreases the policy up-
date under extremes, and it results in better rewards. Due to its good performance, PPO
is gaining popularity for a range of deep RL tasks. Our work also uses the PPO algorithm
to learn a policy for selecting an appropriate CF model for visual tracking.
Employing the deep RL algorithms into computer vision problems could benefit from
the experience. In fact, RL has been studied for visual tracking in several recent works [82,
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83], [84], [85]. Huang et al. succeed in utilizing Q-learning [86] for shallow-level or
high-level feature selection [82]. Silver et al. [87] showed that pre-training the policy
networks with supervised learning before employing policy gradient could improve the
performance. Inspired by their observation, Yun et al. then proposed an action-decision
network[83] used policy gradient learning and trained action dynamics for tracking with
annotated visual tracking sequences. Luo et al. proposed an active tracking scheme
trained in simulators by reinforcement learning [88]. Our work is distinct from these ex-
isting works in that we are studying the model update issue in visual object tracking with
reinforcement learning.
1.6 Overview of This Thesis
1.6.1 Major Contributions
The major contributions of the research reported in this thesis are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel Individual Aggregation Network (IAN) that can not only accu-
rately localize pedestrians but also minimize feature representations of intra-person
variations. In particular, IAN is built upon the state-of-the-art object detection
framework, i.e., Faster R-CNN [89], so that high-quality region proposals for pedes-
trians can be produced in an online manner for person search. In addition, to relieve
the negative effect caused by various visual appearances of the same individual,
a novel center loss [32] that can increase the intra-class compactness of feature
representations is introduced. The center loss encourages learned pedestrian rep-
resentations from the same class to share similar feature characteristics. The IAN
model can be embedded in any CNN-based person search framework for improving
performance.
• We propose an ensemble siamese tracker, where the final similarity score is also
affected by the similarity with tracking results in recent frames instead of solely
considering the first frame. Tracking results in 25 recent frames are used to adjust
the model for a continuous target change. Meanwhile, we combine adaptive candi-
date sampling strategy and large displacement optical flow method with our method
to improve the performance further.
• We propose a novel approach for selecting an optimal model among multiple CF
models that are updated and maintained in parallel. This approach addresses a
number of concerns that arise from a single CF model, such as drift; We propose a
reinforcement learning-based approach for optimal model selection. To the best of
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our knowledge, this is the first time that reinforcement learning is utilized for model
selection among multiple CF models; We utilize a lightweight feature extractor and
proposed a small decision network so that the proposed approach can be deployed
in realtime applications, where the frame rates are high;
1.6.2 Brief Summary of the Remaining Chapters
In this chapter, the final summary of this thesis will be presented, followed by the future
work for the research in relevant domains.
Chapter 2: In this chapter, we propose a novel Individual Aggregation Network
(IAN) that can accurately localize persons by learning to minimize intra-person feature
variations. Person search in real-world scenarios is a new challenging computer version
task with many meaningful applications. IAN is built upon the state-of-the-art object
detection framework, i.e., faster R-CNN, so that high-quality region proposals for pedes-
trians can be produced in an online manner. In addition, to relieve the negative effect
caused by varying visual appearances of the same individual, IAN introduces a novel
center loss that can increase the intra-class compactness of feature representations. The
engaged center loss encourages persons with the same identity to have similar feature
characteristics. Extensive experimental results on two benchmarks, i.e., CUHK-SYSU
and PRW, well demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, we propose a siamese ensemble tracker that extends a
Siamese INstance search Tracker (SINT) with a model updating mechanism to improve
its tracking robustness. SINT uses convolutional neural network (CNN) features and
compares the new frame features with the target features in the first frame. The candidate
region with the highest similarity score is considered as the tracking result. However,
SINT is not robust against large target variation because the matching model is not up-
dated during the whole tracking process. To combat this defect, we propose an Ensemble
Siamese Tracker (EST), where the final similarity score is also affected by the similarity
with tracking results in recent frames instead of solely considering the first frame. Track-
ing results in recent frames are used to adjust the model for a continuous target change.
Meanwhile, we combine adaptive candidate sampling strategy and large displacement op-
tical flow method with EST to improve further its performance, which is named EST+.
We test the proposed EST and EST+ on a standard tracking benchmark OTB. It turns out
the average overlap ratio of EST and EST+ increase 3.55% and 2.26% respectively com-
pared with SINT on OTB 100. The time complexity of EST and EST+ is low, which can
almost achieve realtime application.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to address the correlation
filter update problem. In our approach, we update and maintain multiple correlation filter
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models in parallel, and we use deep reinforcement learning for the selection of an optimal
correlation filter model among them. To facilitate the decision process in an efficient
manner, we propose a decision-net to deal with target appearance modeling, which is
trained through hundreds of challenging videos using proximal policy optimization and
a lightweight learning network. An exhaustive evaluation of the proposed approach on
the OTB100 and OTB2013 benchmarks show that the approach is effective enough to
achieve the average success rate of 62.3% and the average precision score of 81.2%, both
exceeding the performance of traditional correlation filter based trackers.
For each of these chapters mentioned above, we have tried to make them self-contained.
Therefore, some of the crucial contents, demonstrations, model definitions, and depictive
illustrations might be reiterated in the following chapters when necessary.
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Chapter 2
Feature learning in the image-based
person re-identification
This chapter starts by introducing the motivation behind this work and related works in
person re-identification. Then we detailed the proposed method with the designing of
the network structure and loss function. A discussion on the usage of dropout is pre-
sented, and a performance gain can be obtained by removing the dropout. Afterward, the
implementation detail is presented, specifying the training and testing phases. Finally,
experimental results on two large scale datasets are provided.
2.1 Motivation
Technically, a person re-identification system for video surveillance consists of three com-
ponents, including person detection, person tracking, and person retrieval. While the first
two components are independent computer vision tasks, most person re-identification
studies focus on the third component. Numerous re-identification algorithms, as well
as datasets, have been proposed during the past decades, and the performance on these
benchmarks has been improved substantially. All these algorithms focus on the third com-
ponent of the pipeline, assuming the person/pedestrian detection is already available. In
other words, a query person is matched with cropped pedestrians in the gallery instead of
searching for the target person from whole images. In reality, perfect pedestrian bounding
boxes are unavailable in surveillance scenarios. In addition, existing pedestrian detectors
unavoidably produce false alarms, misdetections, and misalignments. All these factors
compromise the re-identification performance. Therefore, current re-identification algo-
rithms cannot be directly applied to real surveillance systems, where we need to search
for a person from whole images, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
While the majority of person re-identification works engage boxes manually annotated
or produced by a fixed detector in their applications, it is necessary to study the impact
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of pedestrian detectors on re-identification accuracy. Specifically, considering detection
and re-identification jointly leads to higher person search accuracy than optimizing them
separately. To the best of our knowledge, end-to-end deep learning for person search [1]
(E2E-PS) is the first work to introduce an end-to-end deep learning framework to jointly
handle the challenges from both detection and re-identification. Thereby, the detector
and re-identification parts can interact with each other so as to reduce the influence of
detection misalignments.
In E2E-PS, the re-identification feature learning exploits a modified softmax loss.
Early works show that such kind of identification task could greatly benefit the feature
learning [14]. Meanwhile, it is found that the identification task increases the inter-
personal variations by drawing features extracted from different identities apart, while
the verification task reduces the intra-personal variations by pulling features extracted
from the same identity together [15]. Inspired by this, softmax loss and contrastive loss
are jointly used for feature learning, leading to better performance than the sole softmax
loss. But we can not directly introduce such verification tasks into the person search faster
R-CNN framework used in E2E-PS. Because the pedestrians appearing in each image are
random, sparse, and unbalanced, which make it difficult to group the positive and negative
pairs for training with verification loss such as contrastive loss within the Faster R-CNN
framework.
In this work, to address this critical issue, we propose a novel Individual Aggrega-
tion Network (IAN) that can not only accurately localize pedestrians but also minimize
feature representations of intra-person variations. In particular, we built IAN upon the
state-of-the-art object detection framework, i.e., Faster R-CNN, so that high-quality re-
gion proposals for pedestrians can be produced in an online manner for person search. In
addition, to relieve the negative effect caused by various visual appearances of the same
individual, a novel center loss that can increase the intra-class compactness of feature
representations is introduced. The center loss encourages learned pedestrian representa-
tions from the same class to share similar feature characteristics. The IAN model can be
embedded in any CNN-based person search framework for improving performance.
In particular, the center loss is able to increase intra-class feature compactness without
requiring to aggregate positive and negative verification samples. Center loss tracks the
feature centers of all classes, and these feature centers are constantly updated based on
the recently observed class samples. Meanwhile, it manages to pull the sample features
towards each class center that this sample belongs to. This process is illustrated in Fig.
2.2 During the model development, we found that neural networks with dropout are not
compatible with center loss.
In this chapter, we study this phenomenon in both analytic and experimental ways.
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query gallery
Fig. 2.1: Person search from whole images without cropping out persons. The left column
is probe/query image, other columns are gallery images without cropped pedestrians. The
green bounding boxes are searching results. To find the right person in the gallery images,
we need to detect all the persons within the image, and compare the detected persons with
the probe image.
We believe this finding could be useful guidance for neural network framework design in
the community, which is one of our contributions.
2.2 Proposed method
In practical person search applications, pedestrian bounding boxes are unavailable, and
the target person needs to be found from the whole images. Targeting this problem, IAN
is built upon the state-of-the-art object detection framework, i.e., faster R-CNN so that
reasonable region proposals for pedestrians can be produced in an online manner for per-
son search. It should be noted that faster R-CNN could be built on top of any backbone
networks, such as AlexNet, VGGNet, GoogLeNet, and ResNet. The backbone network
is divided into 2 parts, layers before RPN form the first part network, while layers after
RPN are the second part. The proposed IAN framework is shown in Fig. 2.1, and it is
elaborated as follows.
1. In the training phase, arbitrary size images with ground truth pedestrian bounding
boxes and identifications are input into the first part backbone network, i.e., ResNet
2. The region proposal network (RPN), is built on top of the feature maps gener-
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ated with the first part, network to predict pedestrian bounding boxes. The RPN
is trained with ground truth pedestrian bounding boxes, using two loss layers, i.e.,
anchor classification and anchor regression. Besides the candidate boxes gener-
ated by the region proposal network (RPN boxes), the ground truth (GT) pedestrian
bounding boxes are also used together at the network training stage. At the test
stage, only RPN boxes are available.
3. All the candidate boxes (RPN+GT boxes at the training stage, RPN boxes at test
stage) are used for ROI pooling to generate a feature vector for each candidate box.
These features are again convolved with the second part backbone network.
4. Two sibling fully connected layers are utilized separately, one to produce the final
feature vector feat to compute feature distance, and the other to produce bound-
ing box locations. At the training stage, feature vectors of all candidates boxes
(RPN+GT boxes) are fed into the softmax loss layer, while only feature vectors of
ground truth pedestrian boxes (GT boxes) are fed into the center loss layer. The
softmax variant random sampling softmax (RSS) is used for training.
Overall, compared with the previous person search method E2E-PS, the proposed
IAN generates more discriminative feature representations. In IAN, using softmax loss
together with center loss within the faster R-CNN framework leads to better feature rep-
resentations than solely using softmax loss in Meanwhile, the VGGNet used in E2E-PS
contains dropout layers which are intrinsically not compatible with the center loss. In our
IAN, we use the state-of-the-art residual network In addition to solving the compatibil-
ity issue with center loss, replacing VGGNet with the residual network also offers better
discrimination power with a lower computational cost.
2.2.1 Random sampling softmax loss and Center loss
In this section, we introduce the loss function design of our proposed method. The
Random sampling softmax loss is used to better distinguish between identities and false
alarms predicted by the detector net. And the center loss encourages intra-class variation
compactness. We combine these two losses in this work to compact intra-class variations
and separable inter-class differences.
Random sampling softmax Loss (RSS)
For the original softmax loss, the gradients could favor only a few numbers of classes
that appear in a minibatch, while severely suppress the other classes. The RSS loss layer
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solves this problem by randomly selecting a subset of softmax neurons for each input
sample to compute the loss and gradients. The detailed formulation is given below.
Suppose the target classes are from 1 to C + 1, where class C + 1 is the background,
and the others are the identities. Denote each data sample by {x, t}, where x ∈ RC+1 is
the classifier scores (input of the softmax) and t is a binary vector which representing the









The RSS loss will randomly select K(K  C + 1 ) dimensions from x and t to
compute the loss and gradients. Suppose the selected indices are i1, i2, . . . , iK , the sam-
pled classifier scores and label vector can be denoted by x̃ = (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiK )
T and
t̃ = (ti1 , ti2 , . . . , tiK )









This helps the net to better distinguish between identities and false alarms predicted
by the detector net.
Fig. 2.2: The objective of center loss is to reduce the intra-class distance by pulling the
sample features towards each class center. Left side: feature distance without center loss;
right side: feature distance using center loss.
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Center Loss
Both compact intra-class variations and separable inter-class differences are essential for
discriminative features. However, the softmax loss only encourages the separability of
features. Contrastive loss [90, 15] and triplet loss [9], that respectively construct loss
functions for image pairs and triplets, are possible solutions to encourage intra-class vari-
ation compactness. For contrastive loss, an equivalent amount of positive and negative
image pairs are required, whereas for triplet loss, two images among each triplet should
belong to the same class/identification with one belonging to different class/identification.
However, for the faster R-CNN based person search framework, it is a non-trivial task to
form such image pairs and triplets within the input mini-batch. The pedestrians within
each image belong to different identifications. Meanwhile, the pedestrians appearing in
each image are random, sparse, and unbalanced. Within the mini-batch of faster R-CNN,
it is difficult to form a balanced number of positive pedestrian pairs as negative pairs.
On the other hand, employing center loss [32] is able to avoid the need for aggregat-
ing positive and negative pairs. In the proposed IAN network, the center loss is applied









where xi ∈ Rd is the feature vector of pedestrian box i, which belongs to class yi, and
cyi ∈ Rd denotes the yi-th class center of features. The softmax loss forces the features of
different classes to stay apart. The center loss pulls the features of the same class closer to
their centers. Hence the feature discriminative power is highly enhanced. With the center
loss, the overall network loss function is defined as:
L = L4 + λLc (2.4)
where L4 is the summation of 4 loss functions in faster R-CNN, which includes the soft-
max loss for perosn identification classification, and λ is the weight of the center loss.
Ideally, cyi should be constantly updated as the network parameters are being updated.
In other words, we need to take the entire training set into account and average the features
of every class in each iteration, which is inefficient and impractical. In fact, we learn the
feature center of each class one by one. In the training process, we simultaneously update
the center and minimize the distances between the features and their corresponding class
centers.
The center cyi is updated based on each mini-batch. In each iteration, the centers are
computed by averaging the features of the corresponding classes. Meanwhile, to avoid
large perturbations caused by a few mislabelled samples, we use a scalar α ∈ [0, 1] to
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control the learning rate of the centers. The gradients of Lc with respect to xi and the
updating equation of cyi are computed as:
∂Lc
∂xi
= xi − cyi (2.5)
∆cj =
∑m
i=1 δ(yi = j) · (cj − xi)
1 +
∑m
i=1 δ(yi = j)
(2.6)
where δ(condition) = 1 if the condition is satisfied, and otherwise δ(condition) = 0.
2.2.2 Dropout
In our study, we notice that neural networks with dropout are not compatible with the
center loss. For example, when the proposed IAN is deployed on VGGNet with 3 dropout
layers, its person search mAP performance on the CUHK-SYSU person search dataset
[1] is about 10% lower than the results obtained by removing all the dropout layers.
Dropout is a technique for addressing overfitting problems [91]. The key idea of
dropout is to randomly drop units, along with their connections, from the neural network
during training. Since the dropout randomly drops units, it creates uncertainty for the
features. In other words, when image features are extracted using the same network with
dropout, the obtained features for the same image might be quite different in the different














































Fig. 2.3: Standard network and Dropout network.
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The dropout is usually deployed after the fully connected layer, as in VGGNet. Let
z(l) denote the vector of inputs into layer l, and y(l) denote the vector of outputs from
layer l. W (l) and b(l) are the weights and biases at layer l, respectively. The feed-forward














where f is any activation function, for example sigmoid or ReLu function. With dropout,
the feed-forward operation becomes
r
(l)
j ∼ Bernoulli(p) (2.9)














Here ∗ denotes an element-wise product. For any layer l, r(l) is a vector of independent
Bernoulli random variables each of which has probability p of being 1.
To illustrate that dropout is not compatible with the center loss, let us take one ex-
ample. Assume input image samples Ii and Ij are the same and belong to the same
pedestrian/class. We assume layer l+1 is a fully connected layer with dropout, the output
of layer l + 1 is input into the center loss layer. Since image samples Ii and Ij are the
same, we could have y(l)(Ii) = y(l)(Ij). The target of the center loss is to have similar
features for the same class, i.e., y(l+1)(Ii) = y(l+1)(Ij). Considering (2.10)(2.12), it is
equivalent as r(l)(Ii) ∗ y(l)(Ii) = r(l)(Ij) ∗ y(l)(Ij). Here r(l)(Ii) and r(l)(Ij) are vectors
of independent Bernoulli random variables, leading to r(l)(Ii) 6= r(l)(Ij). Therefore, to
have y(l+1)(Ii) = y(l+1)(Ij), the only solution is y(l)(Ii) = y(l)(Ij) = ~0. However, zero
feature cannot properly represent the image samples. From the above simple example, we

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































During the network training phase, the network is trained to detect pedestrians and pro-
duce discriminative features for re-identification. In our network, 5 loss functions are
used. The smoothed-L1 loss [92] is used for the two bounding box regression layers. A
softmax loss is used for the pedestrian proposal module, which classifies pedestrian and
non-pedestrian. For the re-identification feature extraction part, we deploy both random
sampling softmax [1] and center loss [32]. Here it is important to note that only features
of ground truth pedestrian boxes are input into the center loss layer. This helps to avoid
sample noise. The overall loss is the sum of all five loss functions, and its gradient w.r.t.
the network parameters is computed through backpropagation.
To speed up the network convergence process, the training process includes three
steps:
1. We crop ground truth bounding boxes for each training person and randomly sample
the same number of background boxes. Then we shuffle the boxes, resize them to
224× 224, and fine-tune the residual network model (ResNet-101 and ResNet-50)
to classify the candidate boxes. The output feature size of ROI-pooling layer in
Fig. 2.2.2 is 7× 7. To ensure the same feature size, we add one 2× 2 pooling layer
to the residual network.
2. We fine-tune the model resulting from the above step. Unlike the previous step, the
whole images with GT pedestrian bounding boxes and identification annotations
are used for the fine-tuning process. Four loss layers excluding the center loss are
used in this fine-tuning process.
3. We fine-tune the model obtained in Step 2 with all 5 loss layers, including the center
loss. The input images and label annotations are the same as those in Step 2.
2.3.2 Test Phase
The test phase is similar to that in [1]. For each gallery image, we get the features (feat)
of all the candidate pedestrians by performing the network forward computation once.
Whereas for the query image, we replace the pedestrian proposals with the given bound-
ing box and then do the forward computation to get its feature vector (feat). Finally,
we compute the pairwise Euclidean distances between the query features and those of




In this section, we introduce the evaluation metrics and experiment train/test settings and
then report the results on CUHK-SYSU and PRW datasets.
Dataset and Evaluation Metrics We use the benchmark datasets, i.e., both the CUHK-
SYSU person search dataset [1] and PRW dataset [13] in our experiment. Both mean
Averaged Precision (mAP) and top-1 matching rate metrics are used. A candidate window
is considered as positive if it overlaps with the ground truth larger than 0.5, which is the
same as the setup in previous works [1, 13].
CUHK-SYSU dataset is a large scale and scene-diversified person search dataset,
which contains 18,184 images, 8,432 persons, and 99,809 annotated bounding boxes.
Each query person appears in at least two images. Each image may contain more than
one query person and many background people. The dataset is partitioned into a training
set and a test set. The training set contains 11,206 images and 5,532 query persons. The
test set contains 6,978 images and 2,900 query persons. The training and test sets have
no overlap on images or query persons. The identifications in CUHK-SYSU dataset is in
the range of [−1, 5532], with −1 being unknown persons, and 5,532 being background.
Boxes with identification −1 do not go into the random sampling softmax (RSS). Neither
−1 nor 5,532 goes into the center loss layer because unknown persons and background
are not as unique as other identifications.
In the PRW dataset, a total of 11,816 frames are manually annotated to obtain 43,110
pedestrian bounding boxes, among which 34,304 pedestrians are annotated with an iden-
tifications ranging from 1 to 932, and the rest are assigned an identification of −2. The
PRW dataset is divided into a training set with 5,704 frames and 482 identifications and
a test set with 6,112 frames and 450 identifications. Similar to that in CUHK-SYSU
dataset, unknown persons, and background does not go into the center loss layer. Boxes
with identification −2 do not go into the random sampling softmax (RSS).
Our ablation study is based on the CUHK-SYSU dataset, so as to provide more com-
prehensive performance comparisons with state-of-the-art methods, such as E2E-PS [1]
and JDI-PS [2].
Training / Testing Settings We build our framework on two residual networks, i.e.,
ResNet-101 and ResNet-50 [93]. For ResNet-101, the pedestrian proposal the network
is connected after layer res4b22, while for ResNet-50, it is connected after layer res4f. In
the following experiments, the default network is ResNet-101 if not specified. For train-
ing Step 1 described in Section 2.3.1, the learning rate is 0.001 with 20k iterations and
batch size being 8. For training Step 2, 120k iterations are used. The initial learning rate
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Fig. 2.5: The mAP accuracy of person search on CUHK-SYSU [1] validation set using
different center loss weight λ.
is 0.001 and decreased by a factor of 10 after 100k iterations. For training Step 3, the
learning rate is 0.0001 with 20k iterations. For both steps 2 and 3, the batch size is 2 due
to high memory cost. The networks are trained on NVIDIA GeForce TITAN X GPU with
12GB memory. Our implementation is based on the publicly available Caffe framework
[94].
For testing the CUHK-SYSU dataset, in order to evaluate the influence of gallery size,
different gallery size is used, including {50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000}. In the following
experiments, we will report the performance based on the test protocol where the gallery
size is 100 if not specified. Each image contains 5.3 background persons on average. If
the gallery size is set to 100, a query person has to be distinguished from around 530 back-
ground persons and thousands of non-pedestrian bounding boxes, which is challenging.
While for testing the PRW dataset, all 6,112 frames in the test set are used as the gallery,
which is challenging.
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2.4.1 Results on CUHK-SYSU Dataset
Experiment on Parameter λ. The hyperparameter λ controls the weight of the center
loss over the whole network loss function. It is essential to our model. So we conduct one
experiment to investigate the sensitiveness of the proposed approach with respect to λ. We
vary λ from 0 to 0.128 to learn different models. The training dataset is equally divided
into 5 equal folds, use 4 of them for training, and 1 for validation. Cross-validation is
deployed. The person search accuracies of these models on CUHK-SYSU [1] validation
set are shown in Fig. 2.5. It is very clear that it is not a good choice simply without using
the center loss (in this case λ = 0), leading to poor person search mAP performance.
Proper choice of the values, e.g., λ = 0.032, can improve the person search accuracy of
the deeply learned features. We also observe that the person search performance of our
model remains largely stable across a wide range of [0.016, 0.128]. Meanwhile, it is also
observed that a similar trend is obtained for the top-1 accuracy. Thus, in the following
experiments, we set the λ value as 0.032. It is interesting to note that for the VGGNet
without dropout, similar optimal λ is obtained.
Overall Person Search Performance. The results of IAN and benchmarks under two
evaluation metrics are summarized in Table 2.1. We compare our performance with end-
to-end deep learning for person search (E2E-PS) method [1], and joint detection and iden-
tification feature learning for person search (JDI-PS) method [2], because of their supe-
rior performance. As reported in [2], JDI-PS method [2] attains much better performance
than separating pedestrian detection ([95], [96]) and re-identification (for examples, BoW
[97]+ Cosine similarity, LOMO+XQDA [98]).
With ResNet-101, more than 7% gain is obtained compared with [1] for both mAP and
top-1 accuracy. To demonstrate the importance of center loss in IAN, we also report the
performance of E2E-PS [1] when the VGGNet is replaced with ResNet-101 and ResNet-
50. It is observed that about 3% gain for the two metrics is obtained only because of the
center loss.
Compared with JDI-PS [2], our gain is not very big. When using the Res-50 back-
bone network, our accuracy is 80.07%, 1.37% higher than that of JDI-PS [2]. However,
compared with E2E-PS [1], our gain is about 3%. In fact, if we remove the center loss in
our IAN network, it degrades to the E2E-PS [1] network. Therefore, we should consider
E2E-PS [1] as our baseline.
On the other hand, it should be noted that in JDI-PS [2], a specifically designed loss
function called Online Instance Matching (OIM) was used. OIM loss also helps to in-
crease the intra-class compactness, which is very important for person search. We think
that the main reason that our design leads to better performance than JDI-PS [2] is due to
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Table 2.1: Comparisons between IAN with E2E-PS [1] and JDI-PS [2].
Method E2E-PS [1] E2E-PS [1] E2E-PS [1] JDI-PS [2] IAN IAN
(VGGNet) (ResNet-50) (ResNet-101) (ResNet-50) (ResNet-50) (ResNet-101)
mAP (%) 69.69 73.13 74.28 75.5 76.28 77.23
top-1 (%) 72.97 77.34 78.17 78.7 80.07 80.45
Table 2.2: The person search performance if all positive pedestrian boxes are input into
the center loss layer (IAN with all boxes).
Method IAN with all boxes IAN
mAP (%) 74.70 77.23
top-1 (%) 77.72 80.45
one key reason. In IAN, different candidate boxes are treated differently. Only features
of ground truth pedestrian boxes are input into the center loss layer, while features of
both ground truth pedestrian boxes and RPN boxes should be input to the classification
loss (softmax). While, in JDI-PS [2], there is only one loss function (OIM), features of
both the ground truth pedestrian boxes and RPN boxes go to the OIM loss. RPN boxes
include a lot of background regions. We believe enforcing intra-class compactness with
RPN boxes is harmful to feature learning due to large background variations.
Input of Center Loss. In our proposed method, only features of ground truth pedestrian
boxes are input into the center loss layer. This scheme is verified by experimental results.
To do this, we input all positive pedestrian boxes (excluding background and unknown
persons with id −1) into the center loss layer. Note that positive pedestrian boxes re-
fer to candidate boxes overlapping with ground truth pedestrian boxes higher than the
threshold, i.e., 0.5, so they include both ground truth pedestrian boxes and RPN boxes.
The obtained results with such a scheme are lower than that uses features of ground truth
pedestrian boxes, as reported in Table 2.2. This is because the objective of center loss is
to increase intra-class feature compactness, but features of different positive boxes of the
same pedestrian are dissimilar as they cover different regions with various background
information.
Center Loss with VGGNet. In Section 2.2.2, analysis to avoid dropout is given. We also
study this phenomenon with experiments. The VGGNet model provided in [1], where
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Table 2.3: Person search performance using VGGNet (dropout) and center loss together.
Iteration 0 10, 000 20, 000 30, 000 40, 000
mAP (%) 69.69 67.38 64.12 62.55 60.73
top-1 (%) 72.97 71.31 69.03 66.79 66.21
Table 2.4: Comparison between IAN and E2E-PS [1] for VGGNet with all dropout layers
removed.
Method E2E-PS[1] E2E-PS[1] IAN
(VGGNet) (VGGNet no dropout) (VGGNet)
mAP (%) 69.69 71.21 73.65
top-1 (%) 72.97 74.48 76.14
dropout layers are used, is fine-turned with the center loss with loss weight 0.0032. The
testing results with the fine-turned models are reported in Table 2.3. It is observed that
by increasing the iteration number, the performance is decreased constantly. With 40, 000
iterations, almost 9% mAP is dropped compared with models without center loss. The
importance of replacing VGGNet with ResNet is demonstrated with this experiment.
We remove all the dropout layers in VGGNet, and test E2E-PS[1] and our IAN. The
obtained results are reported in Table 2.4. It is interesting to see that removing the 3
dropout layers in VGGNet leads to a slightly better person search performance. Our IAN
with center loss leads to about 2% performance gain compared with E2E-PS[1] for both
mAP and top-1 accuracy if both remove the dropout layers. By comparing the results
in Table 2.3 and 2.4, it is evident that dropout and center loss are not compatible. The
experimental results support our analysis in Section 2.2.2.
Effects of Gallery Size. The task of person search is more challenging when the gallery
size increases. We vary the gallery size from 50 to 4,000, and test our approach, E2E-PS
[1] with both VGGNet and ResNet-101, and JDI-PS [2]. The obtained mAPs for various
gallery sizes are reported in Fig. 2.6. As expected, the mAP decreases with the increase
in gallery size. Meanwhile, for various gallery sizes, our approach outperforms E2E-
PS [1] with both VGGNet and ResNet-101 significantly. For large gallery size 4,000,
the mAP gain over E2E-PS [1] is more than 10%. Meanwhile, it is also observed from
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Fig. 2.6.(b) that IAN outperforms JDI-PS [2] with good gain for various gallery size. For
large gallery size, i.e., 4,000, the mAP gain is 3%. It is worth noticing that the comparison
is fair because both use the ResNet-50 network.














E2E-PS [1] (ResNet-101) 
IAN (ResNet-101)
(a)


















Fig. 2.6: Person search performance comparison for various gallery size. (a) Comparing
IAN with E2E-PS [1]; (b) Comparing IAN with JDI-PS [2].
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Table 2.5: Experimental results of three solutions on the occlusion subset, low-resolution
subset.
Method
E2E-PS [1] E2E-PS [1] IAN
VGGNet (Res-101) (Res-101)
mAP top-1 mAP top-1 mAP top-1
Low-Res 46.11 51.03 47.91 52.07 52.60 54.48
Occlusion 44.33 45.45 47.79 48.13 53.02 54.55
Whole 69.69 72.97 74.28 78.17 77.23 80.45
Occlusion and Resolution. We also test IAN using low-resolution query persons and par-
tially occluded persons. The gallery size is fixed as 100, and several methods are evaluated
on these subsets. The results are shown in Table 2.5. It is observed that all the methods
perform significantly worse on both the occlusion and low-resolution subsets than on the
whole test set. Nevertheless, IAN consistently outperforms E2E-PS [1] significantly.
Person Search Visualization.
We also report person search result visualization in Fig.2.7. Top-5 person search
matches on the CUHK-SYSU test data are reported for 3 examples. It is observed that
IAN leads to the best performance with the true matching persons ranked in front.
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Fig. 2.7: Three set of examples for the top-5 person search matches on the CUHK-SYSU
test data, rows 1, 4, 7 are results of the E2E-PS [1], rows 2, 5, 8 are results of E2E-PS
[1] when ResNet-101 is used; rows 3, 6, 9 are results of IAN. The red box region in the
first column is the probe image. The green boxes in other columns are searching results,
where red boxes are ground truth results. (Best viewed zoomed-in, in color.)
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Table 2.6: Performance comparison on the PRW dataset with the state-of-the-art.
Method DPM-Alex E2E-PS [1] IAN
+IDEdet [13] (ResNet-101) (ResNet-101)
mAP (%) 20.20 22.39 23.00
top-1 (%) 48.20 61.00 61.85
2.4.2 Results on PRW Dataset
The obtained results on the PRW dataset are reported in Table 2.6. Our proposed method
outperforms the DPM-Alex+IDEdet method reported in [13] with a margin around 14%
top-1 accuracy. More importantly, according to [13], various ways of combining of pedes-
trian detection methods and re-identification methods are tested for the PRW dataset, and
it is shown that DPM-Alex+IDEdet achieves the best performance among all the combi-
nations. On the other hand, the performance of IAN is also better than that of E2E-PS [1]
and DPM-Alex+IDEdet, which demonstrates the benefits of the center loss.
2.5 Conclusions
To address challenging issues in modern person search framework, we proposed a novel
Individual Aggregation Network (IAN) model that can accurately localize pedestrians and
meanwhile minimize intra-person variations over feature representations. In particular,
we built the IAN upon the state-of-the-art object detection framework, i.e., faster R-CNN
model, so that high-quality region proposal for pedestrians are produced in an online
manner for person search. In addition, IAN incorporates a novel center loss which is
demonstrated to be effective at relieving the negative effect caused by a large variance of
the visual appearance of the same person. Meanwhile, we also performed neural network
compatibility study for center loss, and we explained why dropout is not compatible with
center loss. Finally, extensive experiments on two benchmarks, i.e., CUHK-SYSU and
PRW, show that IAN achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both datasets, and well
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed IAN network.
Based on our work in this chapter, we make a conclusion that combining the classifi-
cation loss (i.e., softmax loss) with the center loss is suitable in the task of object search,
such as person search. Meanwhile, it is noticed that to train the faster R-CNN frame-
work for the task of person search, different candidate boxes should be treated differently.
Only features of ground truth pedestrian boxes should be input into the center loss layer,
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while features of both ground truth pedestrian boxes and RPN boxes should be input to
the classification loss. We believe this is the key reason that our model leads to better
performance than previous works [1] and [2]. Because center loss needs to track the fea-
ture centers of all classes, one limitation of the proposed IAN is its large GPU memory
requirement, which remains to be solved in the future work.
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Chapter 3
Siamese Network Ensemble for Visual
Tracking
In the previous chapter, we have investigated the importance of feature learning in per-
son re-identification in the video surveillance system. While in the following chapters,
as tracking is used to localize the person who has been identified in the video surveil-
lance system, we will investigate the feature/ model updating problems in visual tracking.
This chapter starts by introducing the motivation behind this work, then we describe the
network structure and loss function in a standard siamese tracker and introduce our pro-
posed update mechanism. Afterward, the implementation detail is presented, specifying
the training settings and datasets. Finally, we compare the performance of our proposed
method with other SOTA trackers, and the experimental results are presented.
3.1 Motivation
The major task of object tracking in computer vision is to estimate the trajectory of a target
in a video sequence. The illumination variation, occlusion, rotation, camera motion, and
deformation are still the challenges for visual object tracking tasks.
Siamese instance search tracker [4] proposes an ideal matching function for visual
tracking task which can handle these problems. The goal of SINT [4] is to learn a generi-
cally applicable matching function from the annotated video dataset, which is sufficiently
large to model the invariance factors of different videos. Once the matching function
has been trained on the external video dataset, the matching function will not be updated
anymore during the tracking process.
SINT focuses on tracking efficiency, and it has no model updating, the combination of
a different tracker, occlusion detection, and other mechanisms. The tracker simply returns
the candidate region in a new frame that has the highest similarity score with the initial
target in the first frame. Nevertheless, with such a simple model, experimental results
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Fig. 3.1: The upper sub-figure is the matching function of SINT [4]. The bottom sub-
figure is the matching function update mechanism of ours.
point out that the tracker is robust to handle the common variation of targets. Meanwhile,
the matching function can be used to track unseen targets without being updated. The
SINT can lead to comparable performance with existing tracking methods.
However, the matching function of SINT focuses on learning generically applicable
invariance factors from different videos. For targets with large variations such as illumi-
nation variation and scale change, SINT fails to track such targets. This is because the
matching function only compares the new frame regions with the initial target in the first
frame; the similarity scores of the large variation objects are low, which usually leads to
tracking failure.
Our work focuses on mitigating this problem. In this chapter, we propose an Ensemble
Siamese Tracker (EST), where the final similarity score is also affected by the similarity
with tracking results in recent frames instead of solely considering the first frame. More
specifically, the tracking results in 25 recent frames are used to adjust the model for a
continuous target change. As shown in Fig.3.1, the upper sub-figure of the figure shows
the matching process of SINT. Candidate regions in the N -th frame are only compared
with the first frame initial target. The bottom sub-figure is the matching function update
mechanism of ours. Candidate regions in the N -th frame will be compared with the first
frame target, and tracking results in W recent frames to adjust the final similarity score.
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3.2 Proposed method
In this section, we first introduce the network architecture and loss function design of our
proposed method. Then we detail the tracking inference and introduce optical flow to
eliminate motion inconsistent sampling candidates.
3.2.1 Network Architecture
The two-stream Siamese network structure is adopted in our proposed ensemble Siamese
tracker. Each network stream uses the VGGNet [99] structure, the same structure with the
standard siamese tracker SINT [4].
The two-stream siamese network adopts very few numbers of max-pooling layers in
order to achieve the goal of accurate localization. Due to the network needs to evaluate
hundreds of candidate regions for each new incoming frame, it may lead to an overhead
computation problem. Thus, the region pooling layer [92] is employed to process hun-
dreds of regions. A few layers of network process the entire frame firstly. Then, the region
pooling layer converts the image feature map into one fixed-length representation, which
is easily proceeded for the following layers.
Proposals with different sizes
… …
Fixed length 7x7 representation
ROI Pooling
Fig. 3.2: An illusion of RoiPooling layer.
Due to the activation function of the convolutional neural network is a rectified linear
unit, the output value of the network is unbounded and will vary in different scale range.
Features with different scale ranges will lead to pool network representation. Therefore,
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the network introduces an l2 normalization layer before the loss layer. After the normal-
ization layer, the different scales range features are converted into the same boundary.
The overall structure of the siamese network is shown in Fig. 3.3. ’conv’, ’max pool’,
’roipool’ and ’fc’ stand for convolution, max pooling, region-of-interest pooling and fully
connected layers respectively. Numbers in square brackets are kernel size, number of
outputs, and stride. The fully connected layer has 4096 units. All conv layers are followed
by rectified linear units (ReLU).
conv1 [ 3x3, 64, 1]
L2 normalization
conv3 [ 3x3, 256, 1]
conv4 [ 3x3, 512, 1]
conv5






maxpool2 [2x2, 128, 2]
maxpool1 [2x2, 64, 2]
conv2 [ 3x3, 128, 1]
conv1 [ 3x3, 64, 1]
L2 normalization
conv3 [ 3x3, 256, 1]
conv4 [ 3x3, 512, 1]
conv5






maxpool2 [2x2, 128, 2]
maxpool1 [2x2, 64, 2]









Query stream Search stream
Fig. 3.3: The structure of the siamese network to learn the generic matching function
for tracking. ’conv’, ’maxpool’, ’roipool’, and ’fc’ stand for convolution, max pooling,
region-of-interest pooling and fully connected layers respectively. Numbers in square
brackets are kernel size, number of outputs, and stride. The fully connected layer has4096
units. All conv layers are followed by rectified linear units (ReLU).
3.2.2 Network Input
The training data of EST is from the video sequence frames with the corresponding
ground-truth. One of network stream is the query stream, and the other one is search
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stream. For query stream, one frame is randomly picked from the video sequence that the
target has an annotated location. The aim of random selection is to train network robust
against many types of variation challenges. For the search stream, another frame is ran-
domly selected in the same video, which does not need to be contiguous with the query
frame. For the selected search frame, network samples on it. All candidate samples will
compare with the ground-truth of the query frame to calculate overlaps. If the overlap
ratio is bigger than the threshold, it is positive. If the overlap ratio is smaller than the
threshold, it is negative. Then, the samples from the positive and negative pairs are used
for the training process.
3.2.3 Training and Objective
From every two frames in a video, we generate multiple pairs of samples. One element
in a pair is the ground truth bounding box in one frame, and the other element is a box
sampled in the other frame. The pair is considered to be positive if the sampled box has an
intersection-over-union overlap larger than 0.7 with the corresponding ground truth box
and considered to be negative if the overlap is smaller than 0.5. The training pairs and
validation pairs are generated from different videos, and therefore from different objects.
The loss layer is the last stage of our proposed method. The tracker tries to generate
feature representations that are close for positive pairs, and far for negative pairs, with at
least a minimum distance. The margin contrastive loss [100] is applied in this network.







(1− yj,k)max(0, ε−D2) (3.1)
The D = ‖f(xj) − f(xk)‖2 is the Euclidean distance of two l2 normalized latent
representations, where yj,k ∈ {0, 1}. If yj,k = 1, xj and xk are the same object. The ε is
the minimum distance margin that two different objects should satisfy.
3.2.4 Tracking Inference
After the training process, the matching function of SINT [4] will not be updated. The
motivation is that for object tracking, the first frame target with the annotation is the most
reliable and important data. All of the candidate regions are passed through the network
and compared with the first frame ground truth target. Finally, the model returns the best
matching candidate region.
x̂t = argxj,k maxM(xt0 , xj,t) (3.2)
Here xj,t are all of the candidate samples in frame t, xt0 is the ground truth target in
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the first frame, and M is the matching function. The radius sampling method [101] is
employed to sample the candidates. The method will sample the different scale boxes
around the predicted location of the previous frame with different radiuses.
The performance of the standard siamese tracker without an update is outstanding, and
the tracking speed is very fast. The matching function remains fixed after finishing the
offline training stage. However, the missing updating mechanism is the key problem for
these kinds of trackers, such as SINT, because, without the appearance update, the model
would not be robust for sequences that with deformation, occlusion, and background clut-
ter. The video content changes constantly; the initial object in the first frame will vary a
lot after several frames.
In this chapter, we propose a matching function update mechanism to combine the
first frame data and recent tracking results to adjust the matching strategy. The goal of our
update mechanism is to solve the low accuracy problem for objects with large variations.
With the update mechanism, the final similarity score has two parts as show in (3.3).
The regions xj,t are all of the candidate regions in the current frame xt. xt0 is the first
frame region. xW are the tracking results of previous W frames. M is the matching
function, and λ is the weight parameter.
x̂t = argxj,k max(λM(xt0 , xj,t) + (1− λ)M̂(xW , xj,t)) (3.3)






In matching function M , candidate regions xj,t are compared with the ground truth target
of the first frame, and similarity scores of all candidate regions are obtained. Similarly,
regions xj,t are compared with tracking results of recent frames (from t− 1 to t−W ) as
shown in (3.4). Then, the similarity scores ofW recent frames are summed up to calculate
the average score. λ adjusts the weight ofM and M̂ . Meanwhile, using the average scores
of recent W frames is helpful to reduce the time complexity of the tracker.
We proposed update mechanism in EST uses tracking results of the latest W frames
to adjust matching function, so it is robust against target variation.
3.2.5 Optical Flow
In this part, we add the Large Displacement Optical Flow (LDOF) method [102] to our
proposed EST, and it further improved the tracking performance. The new tracker is
named EST+.
In EST+, an adaptive candidate sampling strategy, which is mentioned in [103], is
applied to help adjust the sampling range. The sampling range is set to be 30/512 ∗ w to
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adapt the resolution of incoming frames. The w is the width of the frames. The LDOF
method is employed to generate the optical flow dataset for each video in order to help
EST+ to eliminate motion inconsistent sampling candidates.
S = λM(xt0 , xj,k) + (1− λ)M̂(xW , xj,t) (3.5)
xc,t = R(S)[end− c+ 1, end] (3.6)
In EST, we only select the candidate bounding box which has the maximum similarity
score according to matching function (3.3). In EST+, we select the c largest-scores can-
didate bounding boxes in order to do optical flow matching. The function (3.5) returns
similarity scores of all candidates for current frame t. The function (3.6) ranks similarity
scores from small to large and picks out top c candidates xc,t.
ft = OF (Ft, Ft−1) (3.7)
We employ large displacement optical flow method [102], which shows in the function
3.7, to generate optical flow dataset. The Ft is the frame image t, and ft is the motion
estimation of frame t.
P (xc,t) = O(ft, xc,t) (3.8)
TheO in 3.8 is the function to calculate total overlap pixels between motion estimation
ft of frame t and top c candidates xc,t. The P (xc,t) is the total overlapping pixels number
of each top c candidates.
Pass(xc,t) = P (xc,t) > P (xt−1)× θ (3.9)
We know the total pixels number P (xt−1) whose location is in the previously pre-
dicted bounding box (width × height). The function (3.8) combines optical flow motion
estimation data to return overlapping pixels number of each top c candidates. According
to function (3.9), EST+ will only keep the candidate samples whose overlapping pixels
number is bigger than P (xt−1) × θ. Here θ is the lowest overlapping threshold. The
candidates’ samples in which overlapping pixels number is less than P (xt−1)× θ will be
eliminated. These eliminated candidates are considered as motion inconsistent samples.
x̂t = argxj,k max(Pass(xc,t)) (3.10)
If the reserved candidates Pass(xc,t) is not null, the highest score candidate will be
selected as the best matching region. If Pass(xc,t) is null, which means all top c can-
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Sampling of candidate boxes The radius sampling strategy [101] is used to obtain the
candidate boxes. The search radius is the longer axis of the first frame ground-truth.
10 angular and 10 radial change versions are used in the experiment. For each sample





Network training The ALOV [104] dataset is employed for training and validation.
The selected videos in the ALOV contain different types of variations. Meanwhile, the
12 ALOV videos that are also in the visual tracking benchmark (OTB) [3] are eliminated
in order to ensure the evaluation precision for OTB. Every two frames of one video will
generate many pairs. There are two parts to each pair. One part is the ground-truth
location of one frame, and the other one is the generated candidate samples in the other
frame. Once the intersection area overlap ratio is bigger than 0.7, the current pair will be
considered as positive pair. If the overlap ration is lower than 0.5, the current pair will be
treated as negative pair. The generated pairs of training and validation are from different
videos, which avoids confusion and increases robustness.
For this experiment, the pre-trained parameters of the network, which is trained by
ImageNet classification, are used to fine-tune the Siamese network. The tuning process is
stopped once the loss of validation does not decrease.
3.3.2 Optimization
Parameter setting In this project, there are two critical parameters to adjust the per-
formance of EST. According to the matching function (3.3), the parameter λ sets the
percentage of the similarity scores, which compare with the first frame, and 1-λ sets the
percentage of similarity scores which compare with the recent W frames. After multi-
ple experiments, we obtain the best combination numbers of λ and W to adjust the EST
performance to the best. Table 3.1 lists out a small portion of average overlap ratio exper-
iment results on OTB50 [3] with different combinations of λ and W . The average overlap
ratio achieves the highest number once λ = 0.55 and W = 25.
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Table 3.1: The average overlap ratio results of EST+ with different combinations of
parameters λ and W on OTB 50 [3].
W=25 W=30 W=35 W=40 W=45
λ=0.55 0.6512 0.6380 0.6501 0.6456 0.6573
λ=0.60 0.6505 0.6526 0.6520 0.6643 0.6539
λ=0.65 0.6499 0.6540 0.6636 0.6615 0.6535
λ=0.70 0.6642 0.6507 0.6697 0.6592 0.6474
λ=0.75 0.6537 0.6459 0.6600 0.6549 0.6491
λ=0.80 0.6531 0.6527 0.6518 0.6558 0.6543
3.3.3 State-of-the-art Comparison
Comparison with other trackers There are 29 trackers in the OTB [3], such as some
famous trackers SCM [105] and Struck [101]. This experiment also includes some recent
trackers, which are used to compare with our trackers. Such as MUSTer [106], TGPR
[107], KCFDP [108], and MEEM [109].
3.3.4 Dataset and Evaluation Criterion
Dataset The online tracking benchmark (OTB) [3] is used to evaluate the performance
of tracker. The OTB includes many challenging factors in videos. Such as deformation,
occlusion, background clutter, and motion blur, and so on. The OTB 50 and OTB 100,
which have 50 videos and 100 videos, respectively, are employed to do the evaluation.
Evaluation Criterion There are two standards of evaluation criterion for OTB evalu-
ation protocol [3]. One is the success plot and the other one is the precision plot. The
results of the two criteria are the percentage of successfully tracked frames. For the suc-
cess plot, one frame is treated as a successfully tracked frame once the intersection area
of the predicated bounding box and corresponding ground-truth box exceeds a specified
threshold. For precision plot, one frame is treated as a successfully tracked frame once
the distance between the center of the predicted bounding box and corresponding ground-
truth box is lower than a specified threshold. The area under curve (AUC) score is used
to rank different tracking algorithms in the success plot. The precision at threshold 20
(Prec@20) is used to rank the different tracking algorithms in the precision plot.
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The performance of all mentioned trackers is showed in the success plot and precision
plot. Figure 3.4 points out that the performance of SINT has reached the state-of-the-art
standard. The result of ensemble Siamese tracker (EST) is more accurate than the SINT
method and very close to the performance of MUSTer [106], and the performance of
EST+ is much better than MUSTer, and the performance is the best among all trackers.
Figure 3.5 and 3.6 report the performance comparison on 11 attributes with OTB 50 [3]
under AUC score and Prec@20 score. These 11 attributes are ”illumination variation”
(IV), ”scale variation” (SV), ”occlusion” (OCC), ”deformation” (DEF), ”motion blur”
(MB), ”fast motion” (FM), ”in-plane rotation” (IPR), ”out-of-plane rotation” (OPR), ”out-
of-view” (OV), ”background clutter” (BC) and ”low resolution” (LR). The results of EST
are the best in SV, OPR, IPR, IV, MB, BC, and FM attributes. For the conditions of low
resolution and motion blur, the performance of EST is much better than MUSTer [106].
Due to the matching function updating mechanism, the performance of EST on OPR, SV,
IPR, IV, OCC, and BC is much better than SINT [4]. The updated matching function of
EST can adapt to more challenging conditions. Especially, the performance improvement





























Success plots of OPE
(a) Success Plot






























Fig. 3.4: The comparison results on OTB 50 [3]. The improvement of EST and EST+ over
SINT is clear, and EST has reached state-of-the-art performance. The curve of EST+ is
the highest among all trackers.
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Fig. 3.5: The performance of 8 trackers for 11 attributes on OTB50 [3] under AUC score.
Only the performance of EST in DEF, LR, and OV attributes is lower than SINT [4]. For
the attributes IV, OPR, SV, MB, FM, IPR, and BC, the performance of EST is better. For
EST+, only the OV attribute is lower than SINT.
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Fig. 3.6: The performance of 8 trackers for 11 attributes on OTB50 [3] under Prec@20
score. Only the performance of EST in DEF, LR, and OV attributes is lower than SINT
[4]. For the attributes IV, OPR, SV, MB, FM, IPR, and BC, the performance of EST and
EST+ is better.
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Per Attribution Comparison The 11 attributions in OTB [3] videos include fast mo-
tion, low resolution, deformation and so on. We evaluate the performance of EST on
these 11 attributions and compare them with SINT [4] and MUSTer [106] in order to ob-
tained more detailed comparison data. Figure 3.7 shows the comparison results on AUC
and Prec@20 scores. From the results of figure 3.7, SINT only performs better than EST
in deformation, low resolution, and out-of-view. For the performance of MUSTer [106],
only the results of deformation and occlusion attributions are better than EST. However,
the improvement of EST is obvious. Furthermore, the adaptive candidate sampling strat-
egy and large displacement optical flow method are helpfully for EST. The performance of
EST+ is much better than EST in almost all of the attributions. When some portion of the
target leaves the view, incorrect tracking results are used to update the matching function.
While the original no-update tracker would not be affected under such situations, a judg-
ment mechanism, such as a decision unit, can be developed to avoid erroneous updates,
which will be discussed in Chapter 4. The improvement on Prec@20 score is competi-
tive. The MUSTer [106] is mainly better in ”occlusion”, and the SINT [4] is mainly better
in ”out-of-view”. Whereas, the EST is much better in ”illumination variation”, ”scale
variation”, ”motion blur”, ”fast motion”, ”in-plane rotation”, ”out-of-plane rotation” and
”background clutter”.
On the other hand, the proposed tracker is also evaluated on OTB 100 [3]. One hun-
dred videos include various visual tacking challenges. The results of OTB 100 [3] video
evaluation provides a more comprehensive description of the performance of trackers. For
the 100 videos evaluation, we used four other trackers to compare with our trackers. The
other 4 trackers are KCFDP [108], TGPR [107], SINT [4], and MEEM [109]. In figure
3.10, the performance of all mentioned trackers are shown in the success plot and preci-
sion plot. The performance of our trackers is the best in this experiment. The accuracy is
much better than SINT [4]. We also evaluate the 11 challenging attributes performance of
EST+ and EST on OTB100 [3]. In figure 3.11, the results point out that the low resolution
(LR) attribute data of EST and EST+ has exceeded SINT [4]. The SINT is only better in
”out-of-view” and ”deformation.”
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EST+, EST and SINT














































































EST+, EST and MUSTer
Fig. 3.7: Per attribution comparison of EST and EST+ with SINT [4] and MUSTer [106]
on AUC and Prec@20 scores. The bars stand for the AUC and Prec@20 score differences
between trackers. The positive bar means the performance of EST and EST+ is better
than SINT and MUSTer. The numbers on the top of each bar mean the total number of
the videos that have the same attribution in OTB50.
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Fig. 3.8: The performance of 8 trackers for 11 attributes on OTB100 [3] under AUC score.
Only the performance of EST in DEF and OV attributes is lower than SINT [4]. For the
attributes IV, OPR, SV, MB, FM, IPR, LR, and BC, the performance of EST and EST+ is
better.
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Fig. 3.9: The performance of 8 trackers for 11 attributes on OTB100 [3] under Prec score.
Only the performance of EST in DEF and OV attributes is lower than SINT [4]. For the



























Success plots of OPE
(a) Success Plot


























Fig. 3.10: The performance of five recent trackers is compared on OTB 100 [3]. The
improvement of EST+ and compared with SINT is remarkable.
















































































EST+, EST and SINT
Fig. 3.11: Per attribution comparison of EST and EST+ with SINT [4] on OTB100 [3]
under AUC and Prec@20 scores. The bars stand for the AUC and Prec@20 score dif-
ferences between trackers. The positive bar means the performance of EST and EST+ is
better than SINT and MUSTer. The numbers on the top of each bar mean the total number
of the videos that have the same attribution in OTB100.
Overlap ratio comparison The overlap ratio comparison for EST is also evaluated on
OTB 50 and OTB 100 [3]. The results are reported in table 3.2. In both datasets, EST+
and EST achieves higher overlap ratio than SINT and the gain is more than 0.02 for OTB
100. The overlap area is one meaningful evaluation criterion of tracking accuracy. The
average ratio is obtained from the ratio of intersection area between ground-truth and
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predict box.






In this chapter, we propose a novel online matching function updating mechanism to ad-
just the similarity score against object variation. Our proposed ensemble Siamese tracker
not only uses the first frame information but also consider the tracking results of adjacent
frames to update the matching model. This mechanism enables EST to learn the target
variation information and build a strong feature representation for tracking. Therefore, the
EST is more robust against deformation, occlusion, and other variation challenges. Our
proposed updating mechanism has been evaluated on a visual object tracking benchmark.
The performance of EST on most of the video challenges like fast motion, background
clutter, and scale variation, is much better than other trackers. The improvement of EST




Correlation Filter Selection for Visual
Tracking
In previous chapters, we discussed the feature learning in person re-identification tasks
and pointed out the importance of getting discriminative features for the re-identification
and tracking tasks. The correlation filter based trackers use the correlation filter to build
the tracking target’s appearance model, which aims at producing discriminative features.
So in this chapter, we further study the feature/ model updating problem of the correlation
filter based approach other than the siamese trackers, which are described in chapter 3,
to provide a more discriminative feature representation for the visual tracking task. Es-
pecially, in this work, a novel model selection method for correlation filter based trackers
using deep reinforcement learning is presented.
4.1 Motivation
Discriminative correlation filter (CF)-based trackers [110][60][44][111][46] achieve a
good trade-off between accuracy and speed by efficiently solving a ridge regression prob-
lem in Fourier frequency domain. Regularized correlation filters [62][112] are proposed
to further enhance the tracking accuracy. Gladh et al. introduces motion information
along with hand-crafted features for CF tracking [113]. Mueller et al. propose a context-
aware CF tracking [63]. Sophisticated learning schemes are proposed to achieve powerful
feature representation [50][66].
Most discriminative model-based trackers exploit the target from a given bounding
box directly, which is used to build the appearance model of the objects at the latter
stages. During the tracking process, new image patches generated from new frames are
supplemented to further update the CF model. Generally, a small update-rate is usually
preferred for CF trackers in order to maintain model stability. These trackers may eas-
ily suffer from a drift problem, especially in challenging environments such as partial
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occlusions, background clutter, and low resolution.
DSST CF2 Proposed Ground-truth
Fig. 4.1: Visualization of 3 tracking results. Green, purple, red box denote tracking results
of DSST, CF2, and the proposed tracker, respectively; blue box denotes the ground-truth
box of tracking sequences. During the tracking process, targets suffer from partial oc-
clusion, while other trackers do not realize this and result in model drift. The proposed
tracker with the decision unit updates the appearance model guided by the response map
and skips updating if not necessary.
An example of this is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the tracking model is initialized with
a target box in the first frame, which is also used as the ground truth for subsequent
analyses. A discriminative CF can easily be obtained using a two-dimensional Gaussian
label whose center is the same as that of the target box. However, during the tracking
process, we notice the target becomes partially occluded by foreground objects in some
cases, as shown in the middle column of Fig. 4.1. However, the CF model is oblivious
to this occlusion issue and kept updated without even evaluating the reliability of new
image patches. Tracking results that are generated with such poorly updated CF models
influence the subsequent updates of the CF model. A number of such updates accumulate
the errors and results in irrecoverable model drift.
To mitigate such model drifts, Gao et al. proposes a deep network to learn a relative
model to deal with target appearance changes [114]. Zhu et al. uses multiple fine-grained
foreground-versus-contextual-cluster models to provide more discriminative classifica-
tions [115]. The multi-scale and Spatio-temporal context is explored by [116] to choose
better tracking samples. Yao et al. proposes a semantics-aware method [117] to enhance
the appearance model in visual object tracking. However, it is not flexible to transfer a
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relative model or add semantics information into a CF-based tracker. Furthermore, such
a transfer process entails a substantial investment in time towards re-modeling the rela-
tive model. Wang et al. proposes the structured correlation filter [118], which couple
interactions between a static model and a dynamic model to handle long term tracking. A
decision-making network is proposed using a Siamese tracking framework [119], which
also aims to solve the model drifting problem. Base on that, we naturally consider that
a selection for CF models will contribute to building a better discriminative appearance
model for visual tracking.
In recent years, progress in deep learning has been influential in the domain of vi-
sual tracking. Combining CF with convolutional features has been considered in several
studies [64, 65, 49, 66, 67, 120]. These studies show that deep convolutional networks
(DCNs) that are pre-trained with certain large-scale data and adaptive correlation filter are
complementary. The CF-embedded DCNs are shown to be able to achieve state-of-the-art
performance on many object tracking benchmarks [3].
An approach of CF-based tracking reformulating the CF into a convolutional layer
can offer end-to-end learning. For example, in [66], instead of solving the CF with a
closed-form solution, it is learned as kernels of a convolutional layer, which can bene-
fit from end-to-end training. In this framework, the CF is updated by back-propagation.
However, despite using residual learning to enhance the feature representation, noisy up-
dates are still a problem. Meanwhile, the application of Siamese frameworks has also
been explored in visual tracking, including SiameseFC [48], DSaim [121], SINT [16] and
CFNet [122]. They all employ a powerful convolutional network to address the similarity
learning problem for visual tracking.
Although the utilization of both convolutional neural network (CNN) and CF have
been instrumental in addressing a number of problems and in achieving rather remarkable
outcomes, there are still a number of problems still remain to be addressed.
First, when obtaining discriminative features for tracking, owing to the underlying
complexity of parameter models, a significant amount of computational resources are
needed. In addition to this, large models tend to introduce severe over-fitting problems.
Models like VGG-19 tend to be an inferior option for CF-based trackers. Other than
one forward pass in the convolutional network for feature extraction, CF trackers need
additional time to compute the correction filter in the Fourier frequency domain, which
can hardly benefit from GPUs. Nevertheless, operating in the Fourier frequency domain
speeds up CF.
Second, most existing trackers update tracking models at each frame. Especially for
CF trackers, a simple moving average scheme is exploited in essence. For example, the
state-of-the-art tracker ECO [50] takes the sparser update to refine their model. This may,
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however, cause deterministic failures once the target is inaccurately detected, severely
occluded, or totally missing in the current frame. Meanwhile, it is hard to judge whether
an update for the CF is reliable or not. Therefore, a more sophisticated model update
strategy is necessary to handle this issue.
Motivated by the fact that the CF model might be updated with inaccurately tracking
results, some temporally old CF models might be able to generate better tracking results
than the latest one. In this chapter, we propose to maintain more than one CF model.
Instead of always using the latest CF model, the most suitable CF model will be selected
and used to generate tracking results. To select the most suitable one among multiple
models, reinforcement learning is deployed.
Convolutional features contribute to robust feature representation. Therefore, in our
proposed method, we engage a light-weighted convolutional network as a feature extrac-
tor. Meanwhile, the performance of CF-based trackers, in comparison to other trackers, is
a great advantage. While a standard CF solver is exploited for tracking, the net structure
in [67] satisfies the need for fast convolutional feature extraction. Based on this work,
we investigate the model update problem by formulating CF model updating as a Markov
decision process.
Reinforcement learning has been studied for visual tracking recently [82], [83]. Huang et
al. [82] succeeds in utilizing Q-learning [86] for shallow-level or high-level feature se-
lection. ADnet [83] uses policy gradient learning and trains action dynamics for tracking
with annotated visual tracking sequences. Recently, Dong et al. [123] propose to use
continuous deep Q-Learning for hyperparameter selection in tracking. Our work is sig-
nificantly different from these existing works, in that we are studying the model update




Fig. 4.2: A visualization of 3 response maps from CF models of different stages. Bright
yellow color denotes regions where high probability the target will be, while the dark blue
color represents a relatively low probability. After a period of the update, CF model drifts,
and the over-updated model produces a good-looking response map while failing to track
the true target. (Better viewed in color)
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The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We propose a novel approach for selecting an optimal model among multiple CF
models that are updated and maintained in parallel. This approach addresses a
number of concerns that arise from a single CF model, such as drift;
2. We propose a reinforcement learning-based approach for optimal model selection.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that reinforcement learning is
utilized for model selection among multiple CF models;
3. We utilize a light-weight feature extractor and proposed a small decision network
so that the proposed approach can be deployed in real-time applications, where the
frame rates are high;
4. We exhaustively evaluate the proposed approach on OTB100 and OTB2013 bench-
marks. Our results show an average success rate of 62.3% and average precision
of 81.2%. These results are better than the approaches that adopt traditional CF
trackers without multiple model selection.
4.2 Our Proposed Approach
In visual tracking, the traditional CF model might be updated with inaccurately tracking
results, and suffers from drift problem, as shown in Fig. 4.1. To mitigate the issue of pos-
sible inaccurate model update during the tracking process, we propose to maintain more
than one CF model for visual tracking. Instead of always using the latest CF model, the
most suitable CF model will be selected using reinforcement learning. More specifically,
the current search frame is input into the convolutional feature extractor, and several re-
sponse maps are generated utilizing all the maintained CF models. Each response map
corresponds to one CF model. Different response maps at a one-time step are visualized
in Fig. 4.2. The RL algorithm PPO [69] is utilized to select the most suitable CF model
based on the convolutional feature of the corresponding response map. Then, the tracking
bounding box is generated using the corresponding CF response map. Finally, the CF
models are updated with the new tracking bounding box, which will be used for the next
frame. The overall proposed framework is presented in Fig. 4.2. The pseudo-code of the


























































































































































































Algorithm 1: Visual tracking with multiple CF models and reinforcement learning.
Input:
Tracking sequence of length L
Initial object location x0
Output: Target object location in frame t xt
Initialize CF model M0 with the ground-truth
Set history CF model M1, .. , MK−1 = M0
for t = 1 to L do
for i = 1 to K do
Calculate response maps Pi with each Mi
Produce confidence score via decision net π(at|st; θ) for each Pi
end
Choose the response map with maximum confidence Pm ;
Localize the target according to chosen Pm;
Update corresponding CF models and save to history;
end
4.2.1 Light-weighted Correlations Filter Model
The CF-based trackers have demonstrated strong capability on building accurate models
with slight online model updating. Recently, many proposed new tracking algorithms [66,




= ||ψ(x) ∗ f − g||2 + λ||f ||2, (4.1)
where f is the CF, ∗ is the circular correlation or convolution operation, and ψ is a feature
extractor, x is a cropped image centered on the target, and g ∈ RH×W is the desired
Gaussian shaped response map label. f can be efficiently solved by transforming (4.1)




X̄ X + λ
, (4.2)
where G is the Fourier transformation from Gaussian shaped label g, X is the Fourier
transformation of x, and the bar means complex conjugation. Operator  is the element-
wise product.
New search image z around the target in the next frame is cropped with 2 to 4 times
of the target size. A response map P in the Fourier domain is obtained by (4.3).
P = F  Z̄, (4.3)
where Z is the Fourier transformation of z. At a new tracking frame, once the CF F is
ready, the tracking bounding box center locates at the coordinate that has the maximum
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response value.
Typically, the numerator A and denominator B of the CF in (4.2) are updated sepa-
rately using a moving average mechanism.
At = (1− η)At−1 + ηG X̄t, (4.4)
Bt = (1− η)Bt−1 + ηXt  X̄t + λ, (4.5)
Traditional CF trackers update tracking models frame by frame without considering
their tracking results. This may cause an inaccurate model update when occlusion or
object missing occurs. Designing a criterion to produce a high-confidence update has
been exploded by [71]. Average peak-to-correlation energy (APCE) is proposed to select
high-confidence response maps that effectively prevent CF model from corruption. In this
work, instead of calculating an APCE score to decide whether to update the model or not,








Fig. 4.4: The architecture of the CF network.
The traditional CF based trackers usually use hand-craft features or existing VGG fea-
tures from a pre-trained model, while we aim to bridge the gap between feature extractors
and correlation filters and tune the CF model simultaneously. Considering the tracking
inference speed, the model should also be light. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the CF network
is realized by cascading a feature extractor with a CF model to get the response of the
object location. Giving the features of search patch, the desired response should get a
high response at the real location. The objective function can be formulated as 4.6.
L(θ) = ||ψ(z, θ) ∗ f − g||2 + γ||θ||2, (4.6)
f = F−1
(
ḡ  ψ̄(x, θ)




where θ is the parameters in the CF network.
We can propagate the error backwards to the real-value feature maps according to






















where (·)∗represents the complex conjugate of a complex term (·). In this way, we can
retain the efficience of correlation filter method and training the network on large-scale
datasets. The convolutional layers of the network consist of conv1 from the structure
of VGG net, with all pooling layers removed and 32 output channels. So the model is
light-weighted compared with other deep learning based trackers.
4.2.2 Model Selection Using Reinforcement Learning
After introducing the light-weighted correlation filter network, we then describe the rein-
forcement learning settings in model selection. We formulate object tracking as a discrete
control problem, which requires the tracker to rapidly respond to the object’s movement
and appearance change based on CF response maps.
In the RL set-up, the agent interacts with the environment by taking an action corre-
sponding to the current state. After the agent receives a state, the agent uses its policy to
take action. Both the environment and the agent will transit to a new state based on the
current state and the chosen action. A reward evaluating the made action will be used as
feedback and sent to the decision unit to learn and improve the policy.
The block diagram of reinforcement learning for visual tracking is illustrated in Fig. 4.5,
the decision network which consists of a policy network and a value network, takes the
observation from the environment and produce instructions for the agent to act. at here is
to select appropriate CF models that generate a response map to speculate target location.











































































































































































































At frame t, we denote the observed state by st, which is a set of response maps gen-
erated by the CF models. Denote the action by A of size k, which represents selecting
k different CF models. At each frame, we draw an action at (at ∈ A), from a pol-
icy distribution. Then, a reward, rt, according to the tracking results, can be calculated
and obtained after the agent’s action. The reward is computed through reward function
rt = g(st, at), and we will detail the function later. The old state is updated by the agent,
and a new state st+1 will be generated, which is an unknown state depending on the taken
action. Repeating this process, we can observe a sequence of {state, action, reward},
denoted as τ = {(s0, a0, r0), · · · , (st, at, rt), · · · , (sT , aT , rT )}. Here, at time-step T , the
tracker reaches the end of the sequence or it fails to locate position inside the image. The
collected samples are used to update the decision network.
Meanwhile, we can learn policy function π(st; θ) and value function V (st; θ) over the
trace τ with stochastic policy gradient and value function regression using PPO [69]. The
loss function Lt(θ) is defined as follows, which combines the policy surrogate and value
function term.






Here, θold is the vector of policy parameters before the update. θ is the new policy param-
eters. π(at|st; θ) is the policy function, which defines the probability to take action at,
under the state st and policy parameters θ. Similarly, π(at|st; θold) is the the probability
to take action at, under the state st and the old policy parameters θold.
The clip function is defined as: given an interval, values outside the interval are
clipped to the interval edges. The clipped surrogate objective limits the variation of the
surrogate, which adds constraint between the old and new policy before and after the up-
date. Parameters will be updated based on the collected τ in time when T time-step is
over. Adam optimizer is used for updating the policy and value network. ε is the clipping
parameter, which is set to 0.2 in this chapter.
At is the advantage estimation given state st, which includes both the current and
future rewards.
At = rt + γrt+1 + ..+ γ
T−t+1rT−1 + γ
T−trT − V (st; θ), (4.12)
Here At is the difference between the accumulated reward and the estimated state value
V (st; θ). In actor-critic algorithms, the advantage function is the difference between the
accumulated reward and the estimated average reward, defined as value function V (st; θ).
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State and Action Generally, the state comprises sufficient information from the environ-
ment for the agent to take actions. Other than directly taking the input image patches as
the state like ADnet [83], in our proposed method, all the response maps produced by cor-
responding CF models are used as the state. In the proposed visual tracking framework,
an action is defined to select one response map among all candidates by the agent. Actions
are sampled from a policy distribution π, and the action with the highest score is more
likely being chosen by the agent. The selected response map is used to generate tracking
results in the current frame, which will be used to update CF models. These updated CF
models will generate response maps in the following frames, which serve as the state of
the next time slot. This above state transition process will repeat until the last frame.
Reward The reward function is defined as rt = g(st, at). A total accumulated reward can
be produced until the termination time-step T . At termination time-step T , the tracker
reaches the end of the sequence or it fails to locate position inside the image.
g(st, at) =

IOU + 1 IOU > 0.7
−1 IOU < 0.2
−0.1 otherwise
, (4.13)
where IOU denotes the overlap ratio between tracking result and the ground-truth.
Correlation Filter Update In order to build a better discriminative appearance model,
we keep k CF model in our framework, including one initial model, one accumulated
model, and k−2 dynamic models. Siamese trackers only compare the difference between
candidates in search image and the ground-truth in the first frame. So we continue to have
the initial CF in our model pool without any updates. Model drift would easily happen
when the tracker lost the memory of the original targets. Also, we always keep another
accumulated CF model in our model pool in order to better adapt to the viewpoint change,
deformation and other variations. Between these two typical situations, k − 2 dynamic
CFs play the role of ’peacemaker,’ and the update for dynamic CFs only activated when
chosen by the decision net. All the k models are initialized by the given tracking target,
and the dynamic models are adaptively updated, during the tracking process.
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The response maps generated by the correlation filters are input to the decision network
for selection. The decision network includes two branches, the policy net branch, and the
value net branch which act as an actor-critic framework. As described in Table 4.1, the
two branches have separate convolutional layers, one shared fully connected layer and
another separate fully connected layers.
Response maps of a new input frame are resized to 64×64×3 image and fed to the net-
work as input, and here we call it the state or observation. Then the policy net branch will
produce a distribution over all actions. It is worth noticing that action probability distri-
bution is generated through beta distribution [124]. Other than the epsilon greedy policy,
we use beta distribution to generate the actions during the training. It works similar to
use the Gaussian policy, which can make a balance between exploration and exploitation.
Finally, an action with the highest probabilities is selected.
Unlike the policy gradient algorithm for online adaptation in ADnet [83], we adopt
the actor-critic framework. An expected accumulated reward is generated by the value
function for one specific policy, which guides the ”actor” (policy) to learn by taking feed-
back from the ”critic” (value function) and reduces the variance of policy gradient during
the training.
Table 4.1: The structure of our decision network. (C5× 5− 32S2 means 32 filters of size
5× 5 and stride 2. FC512 indicates dimension 512.)
Layers #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Policy net





C5× 5 C3× 3 C3× 3
FC512
−32S2 −32S2 −32S2
4.2.4 Reinforcement Training with PPO
Environment Setup
To avoid over-fitting, we used a large-scale video detection dataset VID [125] for training
our tracker. VID consists of 30 object categories, which is a subset of 200 categories in
the object detection dataset. We sub-sampled the dataset and choose videos whose target
size is less than 60% of their frame size.
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To improve the training efficiency, we first test all selected videos via CF tracker.
Based on the tracking accuracy, all the sequences are classified into three categories,
including easy sequence, extremely hard sequences, and moderate sequences [126]. We
exclude easy and extremely hard sequences from the training set, since (1) easy sequences
will produce k similar good responses maps that vague the decision criterion, and (2)
those extremely hard sequences can provide less valid samples and ambiguous labels for
RL training.


















OTB2013-Precision plots of OPE
(a)




















OTB2013-Success plots of OPE
(b)

















OTB100-Precision plots of OPE
(c)



















OTB100-Success plots of OPE
(d)
Fig. 4.7: Precision and success plots of overall performance comparison for the videos in
the benchmark [3]. Average distance precision and overlap success rate are reported.
Listed CF based trackers are DSST [60], KCF [46], SRDCF [62], dcfnet [67], and
HP [123].
Training Process
A training batch consists of randomly sampled sub-sequences and its ground-truth from
the prepared database. It is noteworthy that the unexpected tracking failure would pro-
duce a series of useless negative samples, which means the length of training sequences
should be limited. While a short sequence clip usually contains insufficient, one-sided
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OTB2013-Precision plots of OPE
(a)



















OTB2013-Success plots of OPE
(b)
Fig. 4.8: Tracking performance comparison with various reinforcement training itera-
tions. Five different snapshots are shown, and the OPE performance increases with the
training iteration number.
information that is bad for the training. In order to boost our training process, a length
of 50 is exploited in our experiments. A simulation is used to generate a series of ac-
tions by the decision net, i.e., choosing one among different response maps from stored
CF models. Rewards will be obtained when the simulation is over, the right actions with
high expected returns will be encouraged with high rewards. Finally, our decision net is
trained to recognize appropriate CF models by optimizing the clipped surrogate objective
function (4.10).
Generally, in each iteration, our on-policy RL algorithm updates θ several times by
gradient ascent, i.e., θ← θ + ∆ θ. If the new policy π or the new state value V changes
exceed a certain threshold, the clipped function will limit the network parameter update,
which effectively constrains the variation caused by a challenging tracking sequence. This
mechanism improves training stability.
4.3 Experiments
In this section, we detail our experimental setup and the parameters we used during the
training and testing. Quantitative and qualitative experiments have been conducted on
popular visual tracking benchmark datasets, namely the OTB2013 and OTB100. We
compared our proposed algorithm with the other five CF-based tracking frameworks.
Meanwhile, we validated the effectiveness of our proposed method by conducting var-
ious ablation studies. For fair comparisons, no additional modification is allowed during
the evaluation. The experiments were conducted on a system with an E5-2620v3 2.4GHz
CPU having 32 GB memory and a GTX TITAN X GPU using MATLAB2017b and Py-
Torch.
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OTB2013-Precision plots of OPE
(a)




















OTB2013-Success plots of OPE
(b)
Fig. 4.9: Tracking performance comparison of three different model update strategies:
always updating CF model, random updating and the proposed updating by decision(PPO-
3-model, PPO-4-model, A2C-3-model).
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
In the tracking process, the searching image within the current frame is twice the target
size on the horizontal and vertical directions. In order to cover different scale changes,
three scaled versions of the search image are used to find the best scale that fits the scale
change. The scale parameter is set to 1.025. If not explicitly specified, three CF models
are maintained in our experiments, i.e., k = 3, including the initial model for tracking, the
dynamic model, and the accumulated model. The accumulated model is updated at each
frame, while the initial model is kept unchanged. The dynamic model is updated once it
is selected by the decision network. For the dynamic model and accumulated model, the
average moving parameter 0.05 is used, and new CF models will replace old models.
4.3.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Comparisons on Benchmarks
We evaluated our method in comparison with existing CF trackers on the popular visual
tracking benchmarks, Object Tracking Benchmark (OTB) [3]. Tracking algorithms KCF
[46], DSST [60], SRDCF [62], DCFnet [67] and HP [123] are evaluated for comparison.
The dcfnetpy is our implemented algorithm of DCFnet [67] in python, which achieved
similar performance as reported in [67]. Two standard evaluation metrics, namely distance
precision (DP) and overlap success (OS) rate are used to evaluate trackers’ performance.
DP is the frame proportion of the predicted position within a given threshold. The overlap
success rate is defined as the percentage of frames that overlap between predicted location
and ground-truth surpassing the threshold.
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Algorithm 2: RL training via PPO
Input:
Random sampled tracking sequence of length L, along with it ground-truth G
Decision network D(θ)
Output: Updated Decision network D
Initialize CF model M0 with the ground-truth
Set history CF model M1, .. , MK−1 = M0
for t = 1 to L do
for i = 1 to K do
Calculate response maps Pi with each Mi
Produce confidence score via decision net π(at|st; θ) for each Pi
end
Choose the prediction map with the maximum confidence;
Localize the target according to chosen Pm;
Obtain reward rm
Update corresponding CF models and save to history;
end
Sum discounted reward as return
Update Decision network D(θ) by Adam with equation (4.10) for d = 10 times
Table 4.2: A comparison of our approach with other CF-based trackers. The mean overlap
precision (OS) (%) and distance precision (DP) (%) over all the videos in the OTB2013
dataset are presented. DP at a threshold of 20 pixels, overlap success (OS) rate at an
overlap threshold 0.6.
Method Proposed dcfnetpy SRDCF [62] DSST [60] KCF [46]
OS (%) 74.58 72.23 70.98 61.65 52.25
DP (%) 85.12 84.59 83.79 73.70 74.06
Table 4.3: A comparison of our approach with other CF-based trackers. The mean overlap
precision (OS) (%) and distance precision (DP) (%) over all the 100 videos in the OTB100
dataset are presented. DP at a threshold of 20 pixels, overlap success (OS) rate at an
overlap threshold 0.6.
Method Proposed dcfnetpy SRDCF [62] DSST [60] KCF [46]
OS (%) 68.89 67.07 65.67 55.39 46.03
DP (%) 81.19 80.13 78.74 69.10 69.31
Quantitative Comparison Overall performance comparison for the 51 videos in the
benchmark [3] is reported in Fig. 4.7, which includes both precision and success plots.
It can be observed that in success plots, our proposed algorithm is always above other
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Table 4.4: Tracking performance comparison with various reinforcement training iter-
ations. On OTB2013, DP at a threshold of 20 pixels, overlap success (OS) rate at an
overlap threshold 0.6.
Iteration 4k 8k 12k 16k 20k
OS (%) 67.2 68.3 69.6 70.6 70.9
DP (%) 76.2 78.9 79.0 79.8 80.3
Table 4.5: Tracking performance comparison of 5 different model update strategies and
test On OTB2013, DP at a threshold of 20 pixels, overlap success (OS) rate at an overlap
threshold 0.6.
Method PPO-4-model PPO-3-model A2C-3-model Always-Update Random-Update
OS (%) 75.05 74.58 73.74 72.33 71.00
DP (%) 85.48 85.12 83.85 84.59 80.72
trackers for overlap threshold above 0.5. The performance gain is increasing with overlap
threshold, showing our proposed method consistently contributes to the tracking accuracy
with various overlap threshold.
Table 4.2 is comparisons of our approach with other CF-based trackers. The mean
overlap precision (OS) and distance precision (DP) over all the OTB datasets are pre-
sented. The results are obtained with DP at a threshold of 20 pixels, overlap success(OS)
rate at an overlap threshold of 0.6. Results show that our algorithm performs favorably
against other CF methods for a common setting. Among the existing CF trackers, our pro-
posed method achieves the best results with an OS of 68.89%, DP of 81.19% on OTB100.
Our achieved OS and DP are respectively 1.82% and 1.06% higher than that of CF models
without model selection (dcfnetpy).
In Fig. 4.10, the performance of 5 CF-based trackers for 11 attributes on OTB100 is
reported, including background clutter, low resolution, scale variation, illumination vari-
ation, deformation, motion blur, in-plane rotation, occlusion, and out-of-view. Generally,
our proposed tracker achieves superior accuracy compared to other CF trackers for most
of the attributes. Due to the multiple model selection, our method is able to handle oc-
clusion better during the tracking, and the results in 48 occlusion sequences improve by
3.7% in success rate and 3.1% in precision compared with the always updating strategy
(dcfnetpy). Similarly, our proposed method works well in 14 out of view sequences and
in 9 low-resolution sequences.
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Precision plots of OPE - fast motion (39)

















Precision plots of OPE - background clutter (31)

















Precision plots of OPE - motion blur (29)

















Precision plots of OPE - deformation (43)











     Precision plots of OPE - illumination variation (37)
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Precision plots of OPE - in-plane rotation (51)


















Precision plots of OPE - low resolution (9)

















Precision plots of OPE - occlusion (48)











    Precision plots of OPE - out-of-plane rotation (63)
0.9

















Precision plots of OPE - out of view (14)

















Precision plots of OPE - scale variation (63)
Fig. 4.10: The performance of 5 CF-based trackers for 11 attributes on OTB100, which
contains 100 video sequences. dcfnetpy is our python implementation of DCFNET. Our
proposed model achieves higher success rate and precision compared with others.
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Success plots of OPE - fast motion (39)



















Success plots of OPE - background clutter (31)



















Success plots of OPE - motion blur (29)



















Success plots of OPE - deformation (43)



















Success plots of OPE - illumination variation (37)




















Success plots of OPE - in-plane rotation (51)




















Success plots of OPE - low resolution (9)



















Success plots of OPE - occlusion (48)




















Success plots of OPE - out-of-plane rotation (63)



















Success plots of OPE - out of view (14)




















Success plots of OPE - scale variation (63)
Fig. 4.11: The performance of 5 CF-based trackers for 11 attributes on OTB100, which
contains 100 video sequences.
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Qualitative Comparison Fig. 4.12 presents the superiority of our algorithm qualitatively
compared to the other 4 CF trackers on seven challenging sequences. The CF2, DSST
methods lose track of the target gradually due to significant occlusion and motion blur in
Box and Girl sequences. The SRDCF, KCF, CF2 trackers are not able to keep tracking the
target after occlusion and illumination changes in Box and Girl2 sequences. It can also
be observed that when scale variation and occlusion happen as in Dragonbaby, the DSST
and KCF trackers do not perform well. Other trackers fail in the presence of out-of-plane
rotation, scale variation, and fast motion. It is noticed that our proposed multiple model
selection could discover the missing target after a long-term tracking failure, while other
trackers can hardly recover from the drifting. Overall, our proposed tracker is able to
alleviate the drifting issue in many challenging sequences.
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DSST CF2 Proposed KCF Pydcfnet Ground-truth
Fig. 4.12: Visualizations of our tracking results(Box, DragonBaby, Matrix, Girl2, Human,
Tiger, Ironman). Green, Purple, Red, Light Blue, and Black box denote tracking results
of DSST, CF2, Proposed, KCF, pydcfnet, respectively. Blue box is the ground-truth box,
Yellow numbers on the top-left corners indicate frame numbers.
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4.3.3 Ablation Study
We conducted some ablation studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. In
Fig. 4.8, performance is reported with different training iterations on OTB2013. The
precision and success rates increase with the iteration, proving that the reinforcement
learning process effectively guides the optimization.
























Fig. 4.13: Normalized Rewards vs Iteration Number through train process, A2C [81],
PPO [69], and DQN [86]
We also conducted additional experiments with different CF model selection/updat-
ing schemes. The ”always-update” scheme always uses the latest CF model to find the
tracking object and updates the model at each frame. The ”random-update” scheme ran-
domly select a model among the initial model, dynamic model, and accumulated model,
and updates the randomly selected model at each frame. We set a dynamic model with
number 1 and 2, respectively, in our experiments, which are denoted by PPO-3-model and
PPO-4-model. The performance comparison results are plotted in Fig. 4.9, and numeric
results are reported in Table 4.4. Overall, our model selection scheme outperforms both
the ”always-update” and ”random-update” schemes, showing that by using the proposed
CF selection strategy, our decision network is able to choose the most suitable CF for vi-
sual tracking, and to a certain extent, the model drift has been reduced. PPO-model-3 and
PPO-model-4 lead to similar performance for both metric OS and DP. Therefore, we use
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PPO-model-3 model throughout the chapter for performance evaluation due to its lower
complexity.
We carried out a one-step supervised learning experiment for the CF model selection.
We collected tracking response maps by running our CF tracker on visual object track-
ing dataset for each frame, the responses maps which bring the highest IOU are recorded
as positive, while others as negative for classification model training. For this purpose,
we randomly sampled the training data prior to the running of the experiments and con-
solidated them into a dedicated sample pool. The ratio of 1:2 is maintained between the
positive and negative samples, respectively. We kept adopting a similar model structure to
the approach used during RL training, with the last layer outputting a binary classification
probability for CF model selection. We also used standard Cross-Entropy loss during the
training process. Our observation was that we failed to make the network converge for
the given dataset in the supervised learning experiment.
We also employ different reinforcement learning algorithms to replace the proximal
policy optimization. First, we disable the Clipped Surrogate term and degrade it into a
basic synchronous advantage actor-critic model (A2C [81]). The policy/value network
structures and parameters are kept the same. The update is performed after the 4 actor-
learners finishing collecting data, in order to improve the training stability. Moreover, we
further degrade the RL algorithm into a DQN [86]. The agent’s experiences state at each
timestep is stored to perform experience replay, Q-learning updates are applied by random
sampling from the experience pool. The train reward with update iterations is shown in
Fig. 4.13. It shows that an improvement of the reward due to the advantage actor-critic
algorithm A2C and PPO, while the traditional DQN does not work for the model selection
under a similar training setting. It is also important to note that the A2C algorithm takes
50% more time to reach the same update iteration number of PPO in our experiments.
Also, the PPO algorithm ends up with higher rewards than the A2C algorithm, and better
tracking performance is achieved, as reported in Table 4.5.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel approach for CF-based visual tracking. In our
approach, multiple CF models are updated and maintained in parallel, and an optimal
model is selected on demand using deep reinforcement learning. The proposed algorithm
learns the model selection policy with the proximal policy optimization algorithm, while
utilizing the selected CF model to conduct object tracking.
We show that the model selection via response map can effectively overcome the
model drifting issues, and enhance the robustness of the trackers. Our exhaustive experi-
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mental evaluation using two key benchmarks, covering both the quantitative and qualita-
tive aspects, show that our approach can handle a number of tracking challenges and can





In this chapter, the final summary of this thesis will be presented, followed by some future
works in relevant research directions.
5.1 Summary
The person re-identification and tracking problems are important in video surveillance
systems. Among the tasks, the feature learning and model update are challenging and es-
sential problems. A more discriminative feature representation could lead to an improve-
ment in the accuracy, and a better model update strategy could increase the robustness and
prevent a model drift. Base on this, the first purpose of the thesis was to investigate the
features in Person re-identification tasks. To make this task, we proposed a novel Individ-
ual Aggregation Network that can not only accurately localize pedestrians but also mini-
mize feature representations of intra-person variations. In particular, we built the network
upon the state-of-the-art object detection framework Faster R-CNN, so that high-quality
region proposals for pedestrians can be produced in an online manner for person search.
In addition, to relieve the negative effect caused by various visual appearances of the same
individual, we introduced the center loss to increase the intra-class compactness of feature
representations. The center loss encourages learned pedestrian representations from the
same class to share similar feature characteristics. Meanwhile, we also performed a neural
network compatibility study for center loss, and we explained why dropout is not compat-
ible with center loss. We study this phenomenon in both analytic and experimental ways.
Finally, extensive experiments were performed on two benchmarks, i.e., CUHK-SYSU
and PRW, show that IAN achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both datasets, and
well demonstrate the superiority of the proposed network. Also, our proposed method can
be embedded in any CNN-based person search framework for improving performance.
In this thesis, we also propose an ensemble siamese tracker, to handle the update
problem in visual object tracking. We considered to merge and update the features with
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tracking results in recent frames instead of solely considering the first frame. Specifically,
the tracking results in 25 recent frames are used to adjust the model for a continuous
target change. Meanwhile, we combine adaptive candidate sampling strategy and large
displacement optical flow method with our method to further improve the performance.
Finally, to address the challenging task of model update problems in correlation filter
based methods, we proposed a reinforcement learning-based approach for optimal model
selection. The decision network could select an optimal model among multiple CF mod-
els that are updated and maintained in parallel. This approach addresses a number of
concerns that arise from a single CF model, such as drift. This is the first time that rein-
forcement learning is utilized for model selection among multiple CF models. We utilized
a lightweight feature extractor and proposed a small decision network so that the proposed
approach can be deployed in realtime applications, where the frame rates are high.
Overall, in this thesis, we mainly study the two vital tasks in video surveillance sys-
tems: person re-identification and object tracking. We propose novel approaches to im-
prove the abilities of feature representation and enhance the model/feature update strategy.
5.2 Futureworks
At the time of concluding this manuscript, several exciting perspectives can be proposed
to further continue the work done in this thesis.
The primary points concern the use of the center loss. Because center loss needs to
track the feature centers of all classes, one limitation of the proposed method is its large
GPU memory requirement. It can be further investigated to find a more efficient way to
represent the feature center. Furthermore, interesting future research for this work might
be to use better supervised and more clean labels such as ’pixel-level’ annotations instead
of rectangle boxes that contain noisy background information. Besides, the dataset in this
research is limited, and it is worth studying the unsupervised/semi-supervised way to train
the network with more data.
Moreover, in the ensemble siamese tracker work, a memory mechanism could be fur-
ther developed, by which the matching unit could benefit from the long term storage. We
think that by using long-term temporal information from the video sequences could result
in better accuracy and handle more difficult tracking situations. Besides our proposed
update method, we consider to design an update network to enable the network itself to
learn to fuse the accumulated templates for the tracking target, and we could decrease the
hyperparameters through the learning process. Overall, the updating problem in siamese
based tracking algorithms is imperative, and many pieces of research could be investi-
gated on this problem.
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Finally, in the RL based model selection work, we apply the reinforcement learning
on the model updating problem. We use a simple reward function, which only considers
the success/failure of the tracking process, which is simple while not efficient. We believe
that a better reward function could be designed, and it should reflect more about the
update itself instead of barely the tracking performance. On the other direction, when
obtaining discriminative features for tracking, large models tend to introduce severe over-
fitting problems. So it is necessary to study the network structure and provide an efficient
feature network for the kinds of these trackers. It is also interesting to define the tracking
problem as a continuous control problem, in which the whole task could be learned and
benefited through the large scale reinforcement learning.
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